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'Albert B. Fall For Six Majority of (Member of Repu- May Secure Title in Three Asked That Assistant Prose- Republicans of Both Houses Are Likely to Be Working in
Ballot For Senator and
blican National ComYears by Cultivating
cutor be Placed on
Harmony Now and Will Have Two Thirds Control
Year Term Scene That Will Live in History- - ExciteMet
mittee
Acres
Witness Stand
at the January Session.
Today
Forty
ment Runs High.
--

Re-elect

Exceeding any previous scene in
the House in tense excitment, was
that of this afternoon, when Llewellyn
rushed upon Rogers and shouted: "I
am tired of training with the Democrats!" Llewellyn resented the remarks of Rogers on the Llewellyn resolution to ballot for United States
senator and hurried across the chamber as if to attack Rogers personally.
Sergeant-at-arm- s
took hold of Llewellyn and led him back to his seat, after Llewellyn had heaped invective on
invective upon Rogers.
Then followed a clash between Catron and Rogers in which" Rogers
cried: "It is a falsehood! Catron accused Rogers of having signed an
agreement to while Rogers had not
adhered, according to Catron.
It was a scorching address that
Rogers made, and Carter followed
with a similar harangue, the gist of
which was that certain Republicans
had not kept their "troth" with the
Democratic minority.
M. C. de Baca made a fiery speech
in which he declared allegiance to
the people alone, and that he would
stand by his word once given until the
heavens fall.
Burg was equally fervid in his expressions defining his political faith
and attacking what he called bpssism
He denounced
and political greed.
his former allies and appealed to Theodore Roosevelt.
He reviewed the history and course
of the "unholy" alliance from the beginning of the session. "I will never
be bulldozed and if I live to be as old

as Methusalen!''
Chrisman protested against a senatorial election at an hour when the
county salaries bill and other legislation is pending. "I have always voted
the Republican ticket, I have always

mTbEM

TJFT MEN
HOME RAPID
FIRE
EXAMINATION
AREJN CONTROL APACHES
prevented from reaching him.
Speaker Baca ordered the hall
cleared and cried himself hoarse call- Sessions
Open to Two Represen- Bill to Allow Geronimo Followers Move Made to Show Co operaing for order. Indescribable confusion
From Each of
tatives
to Return to New Mexico
tion Between Federal and
members
on
ensued;
their
jumped
desks and the house was slowly clearPress Associations- Favored.
State Governments.
ed.
One of the State Senators took a
hand in the fray and was led out.
Members of the House offered to assist the Speaker in clearing the hall.
The Speaker's voice could not be
heard above the hubbubb that ensued.
It was four o'clock when the House
was cleared of most of the spectators
and proceeded to the consideration of
the Llewellyn resolution.
Speaker Baca ruled that it takes only
a majority to rescind the last senatorial resolution and that as the first
resolution was passed before official
notification had been received of the
expiration of Senator Fall's term. He
concluded by saying that after all majorities rule.
Catron presented an official ruling
of the Congress of the United States
andcited Hinds in support of Speaker
Baca's ruling.
The previous question was called
for and was ordered.
The resolution
was passed 6 to 22, the Democrats,
Progressive Republicans and Chrisman and Clancy voting no
The House then balloted for U. S.
Senator, the Democrats and Progressive Republicans refusing to vote, declaring that the ballot is illegal in its
inception, is absolutely invalid and
would not stand. Catron said the ballot is not only regular but in absolute
compliance with law. However, Clancy, Labadie, Lucero, and Chrisman on
the Republican side also refused to
vote and Chaves asked that his vote
be passed for the time being. Smith
voted for Orozco, but changed later to
"no." Cooney vote dfor Andrews but
changed to Fall. Moreno voted for
Andrews. Chaves
voted for Fall.
Chrisman voted for R. L. Baca and so
did Cordova. Moreno changed to Fall.
Trujillo changed from Andrews to
Fall. The balolt finally stood Fall 25;
Baca 2.
The House adopted a resolution inviting the Senate to a joint session.
House Thursday Afternoon.
It was 2:50 p. m., when Speaker
Baca called the House to order. Galleries and floor were crowded in anticipation to the climax which had
been impending for several days.
Nichols moved that the sergeant-at-arms round up the twelve
absent
members.
Llewellyn introduced a resolution
there whereas the House had received
official notice that the term of Senator Albert B. Fall would expire on
March 3, 1913, that therefore the
House rescind the resolutions
previously adopted and proceed to ballot for IT. S. senator.
Senate Thursday Afternoon.
The journal was not read and was
to the committee on revision.
Holt introduced Senate Bill No. 195,
which permits the drawing of juries
without the actual presence of the
judge. The bill was parsed 24 to 0. It
the emergency clause.
The
measure will save the district judges
trips to distant county seats.
Senator Barth was excused from attendance at the afternoon session.
Senate Bill No. 187, providing for
supervision of industrial education in
the public schools, was passed.

been a Republican, but I am going to
vote against this resolution.
I can't
gd back home unless I vote to provide salaries for the county officials
ind for other needed legislation."
Toombs said he came here a Republican, he had remained a Republican and intended to stay a Republican.
It is passing strange that the gentlemen from Bernalillo and the gentlemen from San Juan should apologize
for being a Republican.
I am not
afraid tti go home to my constituents;
there will be some to welcome me
and to say: Well done, thou good and
faithful servant!"
Burg: "How long since you have
been a Republican."
How long
Toombs: "Since 1S06.
have you been a Republican?"
Burg: "All my life!"
Toombs continued that the sun of
Republicanism is about to shine in
this House.
Tully paid a tribute to Fall and
Roosevelt.
Vargas says that no sensible man
who has watched the actions of some
of the Representatives could approve
them nor will the people approve of
them.
He scored Representative M.
C. de Baca unmercifully.
He referred
to the decisions in the election con-- '
tests as disgraceful. "The papers in
those contests were not even looked
the
at; no evidence was examined;
cases were taken out of the hands of
the committee on elections and privileges without cause and snap judgment was taken. He then pitched into
Representative Chrisman and his efforts to secure $25,000 for bridges in
San Juan county.
Chrisman: "Did you not take a bill
after it had been passed by the House
from the clerk and change it?''
Vargas: "No, it is a contemptible
falsehood."
TRAITOR!
Burg told of his attendance at the
first Republican caucus and
vehemently that he is a Republican
OU COWARD
although elected with the help of Democratic votes.
Tully: "Is the gentleman from
county justified in taking up the
time of this House at this juncture, Mexican Girls Slapped the
'with a relation of his personal experFace of Man Who Betiences during a campaign
months
rayed Revolution
ago?"
However, Burg continued to tell the
history of the committee ot thirty and
ADVANCING
that he always abided by the rule of FEDERAL
1

Ber-ralill- o

the majority.

AWIS

Catron put pointed questions to
Burg's fealty to the Republican party Is Expected to Reach Santa
and his alleged faithfulness to the
Rosalia This Evening Rebels
Republican caucus.
Will Fall Back.
Burg said he had never bolted any

promise or any committee.
Llewellyn said that a large number
of Republicans of the House had been
like the lamb that had laid down
with the lion, the lamb soon found itself inside of the Democratic lion.
"Only this morning when it was put
they
up to the Democrats whether
would stand by their agreement that
certain .things shoud be done or not
done, they laid down."
Carter: "Did not the Democrats
unanimously agree to stand by the two
resolutions?"
Llewellyn: "This morning when 1
appeared before the Democratic caucus and offered to bring enough Republican votes to elect William H. Andrews to the Senate, you refused.''
"It is a lie!" cried Rogers.
'Llewellyn again rushed across the
hall and was restrained by a dozen
hands.
,
A melee ensued in which
"Will"
Llewellyn struck at Rogers,, but was

That Senator Albert B. Fall has county officers may have to go withbeen legally, even though irregularly, out salaries and New Mexico will be
to the United States Senate, hampered for another year in
its
march of progress.
is stoutly maintained by the RepubliBrief House Session.
can legislators, or rather :;2 of the
The investigation
committee
of
and by
fcrty Republican legislators
32 of the entire 73 legislators.
The thirty, but badly depleted,' held a
caucus
this forenoon. There
(By special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican
(By Special Leased Tnre lo New Mexican) 'aw and the precedents are cited and stormy
was evidence of a lack of cohesion.
Chicago, 111., June 6. Although the
Los Angeles, Calif., June 6. Chief no further effort will be made 10 conThe Democrats appeared ready to
Senate.
representation was not complete, a
play
Counsel Rogers of the defense in the tinue balloting at hign noon.
a lone game and the Republicans,
majority of the members of the Re-- i
Washington, D. C, June 6.
There is however, a "but." As soon with one or
of
trial
S.
Clarence
for
Darrow,
alleged
two exceptions, were appublican national committee, assem-- !
Convened at noon and adjourn- jury bribery, caused a sensation at to- as 37 or more, a clear majority of 73, parently anxious to get under cover.
bled today prepared to enter a
ed at 12:09 p. m. until! Friday
are
to
will
meet
session
the
of
trial
pledged,
they
ratify h was decided to have no House sesday's
by placing
series of meetings which will deterin respect to the memory of
Assistant District Attorney Ford on the election held last evening. The sion, and after
mine what men shall fill 254 contested
Speaker R. L. Baca
the late Senator Nixon of Nev- the stand and subjecting him to a necessary five votes in addition to the had called
seats of a total of 1,07$ seats on the
the House to order at. 11:30
ada.
rapid-fir32
of
examination.
sudden
last
have
The
been
practievening
floor of the convention, when it is
a. m. the roll had been culled and the
Indian affairs committee rec- move of the defense apparently was cally secured, in fact, two of them
called to order June IS.
had invoked the divine bleschaplain
ommended Moore bill to allow
a
to
desire
show
were
by
inspired
ready to join in the balloting last sing, Llewellyn moved to
Skirmish Expected.
take a reof
war
N
at
between
Fort
federal and state govern- evening, verifying the statement of
Apache prisoners
This meeting is expected to develop
cess until 2 a. m.
Sill to return to New Mexico..
in the Darrow prosecution.
ments
e
tli
New
Mexican
a skirmish between
afternoon
yesterday
the Taft and
There was no opposition and the inHouse.
that Fall had 33 votes for
Showed
Roosevelt forces which may become
committee rushed into anvestigating
re- Convened
at
m.
and
N
11a.
Bert H. Franklin had a short time Tne ratification will probably take other caucus, the result of which
highly important in foreshadowing the
may
sumed general debate on Sun- l),a'-'before
line of lighting that will be carried inif
and
this
not
examtestified
cross
under
Saturday
previously
make the session this afternoon
a
dry civil appropriation bill.
to the convention. The Taft leaders,
There very
inatiou that his statement of guilt to week, ihan early in January.
lively one.
Agricultural
expenditures
to
Ford was made at the office of Oscar
every indication that the House
according
reports from various
Old Leaders on Deck.
continued its investigation in- sources, had decided to use their
Lawler and in the latter's presence, coalition is going to pieces, as all
For
the
first time since the revolt.
to
division
of departclaimed majority of the committee to
drainage
Lawler then was special government such coalitions are bound to do,
the old Republican leaders were again
ment of agriculture with Eugi- - N
seat Taft delegates in nearly all of the
in the special investigation phasizing once more the lesson that
in evidence on the floor of the House.
neer J. O. Wright, of Florida,
ot the alleged nation-widmany contests.
dynamite no good can come to a dominant party Senator Albert Lt. Fall
made
the
testifying.
conspiracy of which the blowing up by such trades. The Democrats alone rounds of
Penrose Is Eager.
the desks and thanked the
of the Times building was said to be have benefited and are now
Secretary of Navy asked for
United States Senator Boise Penross
to
ready
$G5,0tH) appropriation
a part. Ford objected
for ex- to questions throw down the Republican allies who members who h d voteu for him Uist
of Pennsylvania and several other
evening. Charles Springer was busy,
of
naval
to
pense
asked
occuas
to
the
witness
Lawler's
expedition
Taft leaders, expressed eagerness to
helped them to dominate the House
Cuba.
clean up the preliminary work of the
pation on the ground that a proper and to impose the political will of the very busy, and those behind the curtains, know that he, together with
Samuel Gornpers urged judi- foundation had not been laid.
committee as quickly as possible and
minority upon it.
Fall and Luna, did more than
any
ciary committee to favorably
F,et down to the actual work of hearFord on Stand.
Still, the Democrats this forenoon others to unravel the tangle into
report Brantley's workmen's
ing contests late today.
"we'll admitted that they had been outwit- which the
well,"
"Very
replied
Rogers,
had
Republicans
compensation bill.
gotten
Scott Sent Proxy.
place Mr. Ford on the stand to lay ted and outmaneuvered politically by themselves.
Holm O. Rursum re
Nathan B. Scott. West Virginia,
Mr. Ford, please be slu.n skillful
the
foundation.
as
ceived
the
Liberal Homestead Law Signed.
political generals
heartiest greetings of any.
'
committeeman, sent his proxy to Ha'-rfitfnrn "
Charles Springer, Solomon Luna, AI-- . and Charles A. Spiess was very much
S. New, chairman of the
Washington, D. C, June 6 PresiTook
Judicial
Notice.
bert B. Fall, Kdward C. Cramiiton in evidence. In tne background men
Curt
on arrangements, who will de- dent Taft today signed the three year
homestead bill, permitting entrymen ot
Franklin left the witness stand and Herbert B. Holt, Holm O. Bursuni, like
L. Bradford Prince,
termine who will hold it.
occupied it. Asked and those who have worked with them
public lands to prove their claims in the prosecutor
W. T. Thornton, W. II.
Offered Dixon a Proxy.
Senator Dixon, leader of the Roose-vel- t three instead of five years, allowing v hether Lawler did not occupy the po- in the effort to have the Republican Gillenwater were holding conferences
forces was offered a proxy by a five months absence from a claim each sition of special federal prosecutor, majority of both houses work together, while Representatives Blanchard, Catand to ron and Toombs formed (he nucleus
member of the national
committee j'ear and reducing the acreage to be Mr. Ford replied that he knew it only to realize its responsibility
whose name he declined to divulge, cultivated on large claims from SO to by hearsay.
give the people a legislative program of another earnest gro-- p that is planbut said that in view of the position 40 acres. The pen used was given
Judge Hutton said the court rcM that meets popular demands and coin- - ning to gain control of the House if
taken by the Roosevelt men, regarding to Representative Taylor of Colorado. take judicial notice of the fact that plies with Republican party pledges. not, by Saturday then early next Jan-rarthe
of the committee, The bill is designed to so liberalize Mr. Lawler did occupy the position jl? the Republican members who have
It was an interesting sight to
it would be impossible for him to take the homestead laws as to check the mentioned. The prosecution objected Republican members wheld7S90t
the spectators who crowded the f'oor
of
to
court
so.
American
in the contest hearings. The proxy of immigration
the
farmers to
held aloof from party harmony, are and galleries an who watched closely
deing
S. A. Perkins, of Washington, will be Canada.
sensible, they will help to put through the milling that seemed purposeless
Why Lawler's Office Was Chosen.
held by A. M. Stevenson of Denver
They Do Such Things in Congress.
Mr. Ford was asked by Rogers if it such a program
between now and to the uninitiated but that was signifiWashington, June 6. In the calm was not true that he took Franklin to Saturday; if they are not, much nec- cant of the
pending the arrival of William Barnes
eager desire to get the Reof
House
the
of New York.
atmosphere
judiciary Lawler's office because of the official essary legislation may fail, state and publican party together.
was
a
failbred
Merrill Moore of Indianapolis,
battle that
a committee
position of the latter.
former classmate of President Taft, ed to ruffle the Archbald
impeach"The reason I selected ,Mr. Trawler's
arrived today, prepared to represent ment in the corridor outside the com- office," Ford replied, "was because I
plan of campaign proved a failure and
the Taft men in the Indiana contests. mittee room. The participants origi- - wanted his assistance as to the law
that a halt has been called until a
TO
were Representative Thomas of
nally
new plan can be perfected.
Southern Members for Taft.
The
and facts in the case.''
AnOn the question of open or closed Kentuck,y' Democrat, and Joseph
States gunboat Paducah,
j United
to
then
the
was
Franklin
ninety-pouna
reporter for a lo
sessions, members of the committee nin,
stationed, at Daiquiri, lay o!t
a;
cal newspaper. Later John Kirby, con- stand for further
HGLOINGS ' the Cuero mines last night but as no
tentatively had agreed to admit two nected
to his relations with the Merchants
with
the
bureau
o!
Washington
trouble occurred, returned to Daiquiri.
representatives of each press associa- a New York
The
publication, joined in the and Manufacturers Association.
tion recognized on the floor of Con
Cuban President in Accord.
of
this
of
avowed
line
object
question,
u
"J tipping tne
w.
it
gress. This arm
Washington, D. C, June 6. Presi- ofto
was
show
inducements
alleged
lmiiUS, while the Con fered to Franklin to
ed, would assure publicity on delibera oyaI
testify for thfl
tions of that body without unnecessary gressman is on the distant side of 200, prosecution in the Darrow
unteer guard to relieve the regulars
case.
Opportunity to Concen- and
sturdy.
feuarding foreign property that they
complications which might result if
to
Association.
Relation
Franklin's
Forces
To Curtail Loss of Life.
the meetings were thrown open withmay pursue the insurgents. The Cu
Bert H. Franklin's probable relations
Washington, D. C., June 6. In the
out limitation. A conference of the
ban president is said to be entirely in
office and
accord with the dispatching of marines
members of the national
committee, hope of curtailing the heavy loss of with the district attorney's
from southern states, presided over by lite in mining industry, the House to- the Merchants and Manufacturers As- ISLAND'S PRESIDENT AGEEED to the interior for the protection
of
X'nited States Senator Newell Sanders, day passed a bill extending authority sociation comprised the subject of a
toreign lives and property.
of
the
of Tennessee, was held just previous"0' tne federal bureau of mines to the searching
Responsibility Left With Government.
of the committee meeting. After thein!ininS of slate, granite, and similar, witness when Franklin resumed the Was Glad of Chance to Gather
He has informed Minister Beaupre
S.
trial
of
Clarence
at
todav
the
stand
Products.
j that
he believes this will be of mate-- j
meeting, Senator Sanders said that the
Crush InsurrecTroops
for
Darrow,
bribery.
alleged
jury
Money Trust Investigation Delayed.
southern members had agreed to stand
rial benefit to quieting the situation.
tion.
two
testified
about
that
Franklin
Xew York J"ne 6. Because of its
together solidly for President Taft.
,'The Cuban government's responsibililack of Power to obtain necessary data weeks before he entered the employ
Bartholdt Has Nagels Proxy.
ty for any wanton acts by the insur-- I
money trust investiga- of the McNamara defense, he had ap- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) rectos, however, will not be lessened
Congressman Richard Bartholdt, of tne
tion in its main scope will not be taken plied to Assistant District Attorney W.
Washington, D. C, June 6. With in any degree by the placing of Ameri-- .
Missouri, carrying the proxy of
ar- retary of Commerce and Labor Chas. up until fall. This announcement was J. Ford, for employment. Since his he fcur American battleships si earning can marines in the interior. This was
rest for jury bribery, Franklin said
toward Guantanamo, the force of
made plain at the state department toNagel, was among those who conferred made by Chairman Pujo of the investis
visited the officers at the
immediately available for the day.
gating committee at the opening of
with the southern committeeman.
chants and Manufacturers Association protection of foreign life and property
the hearing here today.
Colorado Progressives Too Late.
Real Test of Cuban Regulars.
on two occasions.
in Cuba is increased to more than
Lacks Authority.
Chicago, 111., June 6 Colorado "Proofficers point out that the re- Army
1500.
6.
New
"In view of the
Defense New Line of Attack.
York, June
gressive Republicans," who last night
lipf nf Pllhun trrwilia frrmi triitirH Hutu
elected a protesting delegation to the insistence by some financial instituDistrict Attorney Fredericks objectAltogether, the battleships Minneso- - lnat tney may fignt the lngurrectOB
ana unio, will turnish a ro:il tpst of thp .hnitr
convention, may receive a hearing be tions, that the committee is without ed to the injection of the Merchants ta. .mssouri, Mississippi,
for in-- ' and Manufacturers
Association into :uie lounn uivision oi me Atlantic, , tne Cuuan g0V.rnment to handle
fore the national comittee.
Tlu gen- power to enforce its demands includ-j the case.
formation, the committee has
He declared that the or- - fleet, which sailed from Key West late th,, situation
eral impression of the committeemen
is not advisable to take up the
naa
and convention officals is that the ed it Itinnli-noining to ao witn ine jrsieruay unuer near Auunrai usner,
ganization
Without News From Oriente.
mnin
until all Hm,!-- a in thn '
prosecution of Darrow or the testi - ihave on board nearly 800 marines.;
time for filing contests haviu,; passed
Havana, Cuba, June 6. The governbeen removed by the pass- mony of the witness. The new line of These ships should arrive at Guantan-- j
has
power
the protesting delegation of Colorado
ment was without news from Oriente
age of the bill to amend the banking pttack on Franklin by the Harrow de - ;amo, tomorrow.
Republicans will not ba heard by the law," said Mr. Pujo.
province today, no forward movement
fense was construed as an attempt to
1500 Marines Available.
it is expectcommittee. In that
j0f troops is expected until the soldiers
"The bill has passed the House and show that Franklin had close relations
ed the memorial authoriiea by the is now before
cruiser Prairie, which already relieved of plantation guard duty by
the finance committee with those who were said to be most hasThe
landed 430 men under Colonel Lu - the American marines, have rejoined
Denver meeting will be presented dir- of the Senate.
It will require months deeply interested in the prosecution
ect to the convention in which case of
cas, has about 350 more on board. The their respective commands and the
painstaking investigating and prep- of the McNamara brothers.
four battleships of the third division guarrilla corps now being organized
Judge Ben B. Lindsey, one of the del- aration, after the proposed legislation
of the Atlantic fleet still at Key West has begun to take the field,
Alleged "Strike Committee."
egates, probably will be the spokes- has been enacted, to procure the data
on
under Rear Admiral Osterhaus
no-.- -.
men.
ciatt.p r.,.hon cMi.,
essential to the inquiry. The data Rogers referred to the half dozen tne
nagsnip wasnington have nearly. As presjdent Gomez indicated in his
Alabama Con:est.
must be gathered primarily from the men present at the association offices,,
Former Senator Dick of Ohio, the books of the corporations concerned on the occasion of Franklin's first vis-- 1000 marines which could be moved to j statement last night, the assumption
Taft contest attorney was on hand and must be segregated before wit- it, as tne strme committee, r ranKun uua in nine more man a aay. nougn-- , Dy tne American marines of responsi-sai- d
he knew nothing of any strike ly, this places the number of marines bility for the safety of the foreign
when the committee nut, leady to yr. nesses can be advantageously examand added that the men immediately available at about fifteen ' nrmprtip in nriento u. m roiiovo r.or,.
committee
callAlabama
case
if
contest
the
gue
ined.
were
"all
friends, for which I thank hundred and the reserve force at Key eral Monteaguedo's army of the most
my
ed. With him were several of the
"The committee is anxious to avoid
West 1,000.
God."
onerous portion of its work and will
Alabama Taft .delegate
exposing legitimate transactions and
of
Matter
Business.
enable that officer to begin almost imMay Land Blue Jackets,
can
be
this
Battle.
the
Postponed
accomplished only by
The combined forces of blue Jack- - mediately a campaign in force against
"How does that come,'' asked RogIt was not known whether any con- plan that has been arranged. The
tests would be taken up Loday. Both committee considers it inadvisable in ers, "that these men who were your ets on all the ships which, however, the marauding negro insurgents. It is
sides were ready to present their any advent to conduct this important friends, were the prosecuting commit- would oit'v be landed in the most estimated that 1,000 American marines
economic inquiry dur- tee of the Merchants and Manufac- pressing emergency, easily would swell would be fully equivalent to five
cases but the committer lad Us or and
total American force available to times that number of Cuban regular
ganization to perfect and other mat- ing the heat and excitement of a poli- turers Association, and you were an the
soldiers.
more than 8,500 men.
ters to decide and the general feeling tical campaign and has not from the employe of the defense?"
Rebels Repulsed.
Arms Sent on Gomez's Consent.
Franklin said it was a matter of
favored postponement of the battle outset contemplated any such course."
"The Intervening time will be de- business with him, "just as it is yours
Santiago, Cuba, June 6. The rebels
Washington, D. C, June 6. The
until tomorrow.
last night attacked the Cobre mines, aims and ammunition
voted to taking testimony on certain to defend Mr. Darrow "
which PresiWishes All Press Representatives
the firing continuing for one hour, dent Gomez has
collateral subjects. The relations of
will b
requested
Present.
Prosecuting Attorney Objected.
when they were repulsed by armed
Members as they assembled ex- the Clearing House Association and
District Attorney Fredericks made a employes. No government force was
the Stock Exchange to the financial
(Continued on Page Five.)
pressed confidence that there would
a
concen- lengthy argument against fun her ques- present. The rebels also engaged
and
to
the
system
increasing
be little debate over the adoption of
tions concerning the Merchants
and
of money will be investigated
government guard at runta ae sai, tne j
rules for the committee procedure. tration
Association.
He de- landing place tor Uoure, hut were re- In tha ff.ii, enootnnr, thot t rn tn da n.M Manufacturers
DANCE IN ASSEMBLY ROOM
In..
clared
the
r ranH. o. nei.u&K,
no
that
association had
,.
iniuiueapuus. all
l,uIsd'
OF LIBRARY TONIGHT.
K
terest in the prosecution of the Daractive uuvuuaie ul upeu ueariugs, saiu
An evening of pleasure is
Citizens Erect Barricades.
row case.
he would not agree to any rule regardCitizens at Palma Soriano, are bar- ROOSEVELT'S PLURALITY
promised at the Woman's Board X
ing publicity which did not make the
Objection Overruled.
NEAR 15,000 IN SOUTH DAKOTA.
of Trade dance at the library X
ricading the city momentarily expect-to
press representahearings open
The objections of the prosecution ing an assault by the rebels, who
this evening. Good music, a
tives in general.
(By Special LM.e! W ire to New Mexican! were overruled and Attorney Rogers believed to be near in strong forces. j
good floor and good cheer is
Committee's Preliminary Work.
Sioux Falls, S. D., June 6. Latest continued grilling the witness as to his The foreigners there have telegraph-- '
promised. The music is fur- X
6.
111.,
commitJune
The
Chicago,
returns from the primary election in- relations with the organization which ed to their consuls here begging for!
nished by Morrison's orchestra. X
to
tee was called order at the Coliseum dicate that Wilson delegates will have Rogers declared had been In charge for protection.
The refreshments will be deli- X
i
by Acting Chairman Victor Rosewater a good majority over both lists of years of the fight against union labor
cious. This will be the last X
Plan of Federals Failed.
of Nebraska. It was expected that no Clark delegates. Roosevelt's
public social event of the leg- X
plurality In Los Angeles, and which was at the The column under Colonel Valiente
Is placed at 12.000 to 15.000 and Wil- present time very close to the prosecuand Colonel Vaillant, have returned ,X islative session.
X
Won Untied on Page Five.)
tion In the Darrow case.
from the field. - It is understood their K
son's 3,000 to 5,000.
j
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(By Special Leasee TViiw to New Mexican)
Jimenez, June 6. General Huerta's
federal army of 3,000 is enroute today
to Santa Rosalia, forty-similes north
of here, where it should arrive
at
nightfall. Santa Rosalia is only nine
miles from
Cruz where Colonel
Antonio Rojas and the rebel vanguard
is reported to be stationed. It is believed, however, that Rojas will back
toward Bachimba, sixty miles north,
where the main columns of General
Orozco's rebel army are gathering.
Sharp Skirmish at San Juan de
Guadalupe.
Word reported here of a sharp skirmish near San Juan de Guadalupe in
Durango between General Belaquet
and the rebel forces under General
Campa and General Argumedo. The
federals are reported to have driven
the rebels westward and away from
x

"

(Continued from Face Five.)
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

WHEN

HER

BACK ACHES.

THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 1912 .

M.

walks saw the tragedy. The murderer
overpowered and arrested.

1

jvas

Finds All Her Energy and.
Ambition Slipping Away.

A Woman

And Why Not?
Salem, Ore., June 6 Governor West j
Santa Fe women Know How the proposes to make saloon men provide i
aches and pains that come when the an institution or home where men or
kidneys fail make life a burden. Back- - women who have been made helpless
ache, hip pains,
headaches, dizzy by the use of liquor may be cared for
the expense of the saloon business.)
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all
tell of sick kidneys and warn you of Nearly all of us favor a just eompen- the stealthy approach ot dropsy or sation law," said Governor Vest in
his proposed
measure,
Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills discussing
are for the kidneys only. They at- - which he purposes to bring before the
tack kidney diseases by striking at voters, "and I think this should include
the cause.
Here's proof of it in a every industry, the saloon as well as
' the sawmill."
Santa Fe woman's words:
Mrs. Desederia J. de Qulntana. College St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: JACK CURLEY'S ROMANCE
"Several years ago I used Doan's KidSEEMS SLIGHTLY TARNISHED.
ney Pills and I was cured of a bad
At that
attack of kidney complaint.
Torrid Love Messages Written by
time a statement appeared in the loHim at Las Vegas to Mrs.
of
cal papers, telling
my experience
Overshiner at Chicago.
confirmand I now take pleasure in
ing all that was then said in their
June 6. Letters
Colo.,
Denver,
I had pains in my back that
praise.
made it difficult for me to stoop and burning with love messages, written
there were other troubles which plain- by Jack Curley, promoter of prize
and wrestlin" matches, who rely showed that my kidneys were at fights
Soon after I began taking cently came into the Denver limefault.
improvement light by marrying Marie Drescher, of
Doan's Kidney Pills,
was noticeable and the contents of this city, have been introduced by E.
two boxes, not only restored my kid- B. Overshiner of Chicago, who is suneys to their normal condition but ing for divorce.
also removed the pain from my back.
The majority of the letters brought
I am glad to say that during the time into the trial were written by Curley
that has since passed, my cure has but a short time before he married
been permanent."
the Denver girl.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Curley was in Las Vegas when he
n
Co., Buffalo, sent the notes. He asked Mrs. Overcents.
New York, sole agents for the United shiner to visit him there about June
States.
had a "nice
1, telling her that he
Remember the name Doan's and house there and that there would be
take no other.
plenty of room for her if she would
only accept his invitation."
UNMASKED.
AN IDEALIST
On? of the letters written to Curley
Robin bird, he come around
reads:
foh de spring.
"I saw Clara yesterday. She wants
Kind o' thought dat mebbee he's forto go to New York, but 1 think I
me
to
sing,
gotten how
would
rather go West. Will you be
'im.
Dey
De blossoms gathered 'round
ia Las Vegas all the time up to July
was smilin' bright an' gay,
An' all de leaves took notice of de 1? Am nearly settled now in my
apartments expect to have some
things he had to say.
parties here. Will write you more
Oh, Mistah Robin bird
news later. Me for you when I get
You's singin mighty fine,
An' we'd hate to do without you
big."
When de sun begins to shine.
Curley's reply to this letter is quoted by the Chicago husband. It says:
blosdem
all
He never seems to notice
"Dear Florence How I do wish I
soms as dey smile,
to
could
be at your
Nor de leaves upon de branches as
night. So glad, my dear, to hear from
in
wave
him
to
style.
dey
you, and I sincerely hope that you will
Although dar's beauty all around, his scon
grow big. This is the day you'll
'tention 'pears to be
receive your boy Charming (her
Intirely on de prospects of his fav'rite
son). How happy you must
cherry tree.
be to untangle all your family trouOh, Mistah Robin bird,
bles. I know from experience that it
Yoh song is only jokes.
is hell to be mismated, but don't you
You's thinkin' 'bout yoh dinner,
worry, yon dear, because there surely
Jes' de same as human folks.
will be brighter days. I have rented
Star.
Washington
a house here. Plenty of room for you
if you'll accept my invite.
"I would like to leave here for CalAROUND THE STATE
ifornia about June 1. Could you come
along about that time? This place
for a couple of months would work
J. C. Gage, Jr., to Wed.
wonders for you. If you can stand
J. C. Gage, Jr., now at Artesia, will the simple life for a couple of months.
wed Miss Ola Snider of Artesia this It has all the hot
springs beaten to
month. Roswell News.
death, and I'd do everything I promised you, and treat you like a baby sisBeastly Hot irt California.
ter. Hurry and tell me you'll come
San Francisco,
6.
June
Three here. Thanks, so much, for telling
deaths from sunstroke trickled into me of
I
won't
your little trouble.
the news today, as an aftermath of the
make any answer, but you fully underheat wave. Of the three deaths, two
stand I am with and for you.
were Italian laborers, Charles Atter-bur"Your's till the cows come home,
head of a survey party for the
with
bestest.
Oakland, Antioch and Easteni rail"Write often and hurry some plan
road, died at Dixon.
J."
where I can see you.
Overshiner accuses his wife of havWhite Slaver Arrested.
while
to
Portland, Ore., June 6. Arrested ing too many friends entertain
as a white slaver, "E. Allen," a bar- he is away from home. He declares
Curber, today broke down in prison and that all of the letters written by
read
be
the
to
will
wife
his
during
ley
confessed to being a woman, who for
twelve years had masqueraded es a trial. Denver Republican.
man and worked as a barber in various shops hero and in other coast SANTA FE BUSINESS
COLLEGE A SUCCESS.
cities. Her true name, she says, is
Nell Pickerell.
Former Superintendent of City
Schools J. A. Wood has become princiBurned Four Hours After Death.
D. A. Harris, a lad of nineteen, who pal of the Santa Fe Business College
came down from Acme last week suf- ot which Professor Walter Norton,
all over the world,
fering from typhoid fever, died at St., whose fame extends
The quarters
Mary's hospital at one o'clock yester- is the superintendent.
block on the
A
exami- of the college in the Diaz
day afternoon.
have been comnation was held, and the funeral serv- west side of the Plaza
ices held at the Gage parlors by Rev. pletely renovated- and equipped and
C. C. Hill, In four hours he was at his knew pupils are being enrolled daily.
last resting place in a little lot in the John Thompson, a professional actuSouth Park cemetery. Roswell News. ary and boookkeeper, is secretary and
treasurer. The teaching force is an
especially competent one.
San
for
Juan.
Bully
Prosperity, spellel in capital letters,
is on the way for the San Juan valley
this season. Indications point to the
biggest fruit crop in the history of the
Farmington and Aztec country, and
State Highway Commissioner Thomas
Tully of Durango, estimates the Farmington and Aztec country will ship
5no cars of peaches and 1,000 cars of
apples and small fruit.

j

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

(

Always the Leader

CO,
Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

Santa Fe. Telephone No.

PURCHASES.

CASH

WE

WHOLESALE

GIVE

AND

40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

RETAIL

Flour Hay, drain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFaLFa SEED.

kinds of flowers, garden

AH

i

&

FOOD.

STOCK

field seeds in bulk and packages

YOUNG
MOTHE
No young woman, m the joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Friend
Mother's
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother's sys
tem for the coming event, and Its use
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good condition, brings the woman to the crisis
in splendid physical condition. The
baby, too, Is more apt to be perfect and

strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a young expectant mother than
that she use Mother's Friend; It is a
medicine that has proven its value
In thousands of
cases.

Mother's

Ho THERfS

Friend is sold at

drug
Write

stores.

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

RIEND
for free
book for expectant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD

REGULATOR CO..

Phone 14.

Foster-Milbur-

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

nnnri

Iola
El Toro

mm
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I

runiuinv
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45
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ftowsnn Cnal
VH.
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Sawed

Wood

R. J. CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard
of Building Materials.

All Kinds

house-warmin- g

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Kard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

Phone, Red

100

Wells Fargo

Phone, Red

100

& Co.

100

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

All

CAVC IMflVEV an(' 'nconven'ence by Purchasing Wells
OAVC nlUilCl Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
II

Payable

v'

Throurhout
0

C

'

MPYIfH
vnimin, muuvu
fAMAHA

and All Foreign
Countries

SENT BY TELEURAPH,

RF.MITTANCES

Santa Fe, N. M.

W. C. LONG, Agt,

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
first-clas-

Also

First-Clas-

s

LIVERY CO.,

livery rigs.

s

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

GOVERNMENT ASKS DAMAGES
FOR LOSS OF MAIL.
Suit Filed in Federal Court at
Lake City Against Union
Pacific.

Salt

(By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican)
Salt Lake City, Utah, June 6. The
first suit ever filed in this district by
the government to recover from a
railroad the value of mail destroyed
in a wreck, was instituted in the fedThe judgeral court here yesterday.
ment against the Union Pacific Railis
road for $12,355 with interest,
sought on account of loss at Wilkins,
Wyoming, in 1905.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

AtluU. Ga.

If It

Hardware We Have It

Phone 14

Why Import Mineral Water
r

:

WHEN

YOU CAN

GET THE

:

?

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
V

fclisESa

tA
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M
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Ak your urugglM. for
' !neUicV
Blue

nn ,hi
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T.L.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

years known as Best, Saf eft, Always Keliai'la

SOLD BY BRUfifilSTS EVERYWHERE

REAL ESTATE

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS LINE.

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Phone Red 161.

mm

Or-

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

For Full Information Call,

Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

JULIUS

2"

FRANK M. JONES.

n1
'UI I" K
hoxes, sealed with

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
TO POINTS IN

The Tailor

CALIFORNIA, OREGON,
WASHINGTON.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND

$67.50

DATES OF SALE :
June 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19, 20. Return

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

Aug. 29, 30,

31 ;

Sept.

1,

one way via
or SEATTLE,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

limit Aug.

Return limit Oct.

12, 1912

31, 1912.

PRIVILEGES
LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA

and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Pullman

-- nd

Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest

For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent.

cities in Europe and America.

SANTA FE, N. M.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

post-morte-

Phcne Main

139

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODTS HACK LINfc
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

From

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ

CHAS. OANN, Prop.

Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.

Doors Below F. Andrews Stare.

Rooms With Bath,

....

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

terror-stricke-

n

Goods Called for and Delivered.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

A

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

It costs but little to renew your
See RHOADS and
Furniture.
let him show you what he can do

104Galisteo Street

May

Substantial Reductions on all sizes.

34x4
36x4
37x5

1-

-2

new PRICES
$33.25
43.75

Old

Prices

$35.75
47.25

54.00

58.75

THE SUPERIORITY OF MICHEL1N TIRES
IS RECOGNIZED ALL OVER THE WORLD

IN STOCK BY

i

C. W. ALEXANDER,

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE.N. M.

Santa Fe.

Engraved calling cards In the latest forms and styles can be secured
Society Stationery The New Mext- promptly at the New Mexican Print
cad Printing Company have on hand ing Company. Let us have your plate.
and can make up promptly the latest You will always know where to find
forms In society stationery. The new place your order with the New Mex- size correspondence cards, etc. Or. ican Printing Company. No order
ders taken for engraved and em- too small or too large to receive
bossed work. Several lines to make promtpt attention.
-

Effective Today
30th.
Size

and repairing of your
FURNITURE

LIGHT. SILENT ASD RELIABLE.

Reduced

j: f. rhoads
UPHOLSTERING

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.

PASH BROS..Agts.,

Welcome, Old Timer.
William F. Brogan, one of the best
known journalists of the southwest,
will, on June 17, become e member of
the New Mexican's editorial staff.
With a newspaper experience beginning on the Kansas City Star, extending to San Antonio, Texas, and including the editorship of Albuquerque
daily papers, Mr. Brogan is especially
well posted on southwestern men and
affairs New Mexican.
Double Murder.
Aspen, Colo., June 6. In what was
irobably one of the most spectacular
shooting affrays in the annate of Colorado crime, Charles Gusnevor of Lead,
S. D., on one of the main streets of As
pen shot and instantly killed his wife,
Louise. Her alleged sweetheart, Christ
Pence, received bullets In his body
from which he cannot recover. Sever
al
people on the side- -

Phone Black 223.

TIRE PRICES

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Washington Avenue.

MICHELIN

Leaves Barranca on the arrival et
Hegular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any othei
way. Good covered: hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.ti0
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
Cleansing Denver.
Yrnc& Noodle Order 10c. a dlsn,
furnished commerc'al men to take In
Forty-twhouses, card
gambling
Kew York Chop Suey 50c
the surrounding to ns. Wire Rnbude rooms and fake clubs darkened their
doors and covered gambling parapherStation
nalia for the first time in eight years
at Denver following orders from Chief
of Police Felix O'Neill. Police Com
missioner Creel and Chief O'Neil
agreed yesterday that the riddance of
the gambling element should be the
first step in the police regulations for
the cleansing of Denver.
?wo

101

SANTA FE,
N. M.

your selection

from.

lot ot second hand
shatt-belting, hangers, pulleys, and
one 22
end
12
horse
power
one
ing;
horse power Leffel Engine, .lrst ciad
cnnriitinn? one 40 horse power loco
motive type boiler capable' of carrying
75 pounds of steam, passu upon oy
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
ninine and valves: a SO gallon eoso- line tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items wit! be sold cheap
if taken at once. If inter.iste.l ad- Cress the New MexiCii Printing Com
pany, Santa Fe. Xe Mexico
FOR SALE

A

NOTICE.

Proposals will be received by the
of
board of county commissioners
Santa Fe county, New Mexico, for the
construction of a bridge over the Santa Fe river on Agua Fria road within
the city limits of the city of Santa Fe.
Plans and specifications are now on
file in the office of the county clerk.
Bidders wild be permitted to submit
plans and specifications of their own
(subject to the approval of the board)
together with their bid. All bids will
be opened on the first day of July, A.
D., 1912, at 2 o'clock p. m. The board
reserves the right to reject any and
all bids.

Let Him Know It If VOU are Out Of
JOSE ORTIZ T PINO,
Chairman.
a position, you must let the employer Attest:
,
M. A. ORTIZ, Clerk.
know it. A want advertisement in tne
May 31st, 1912.
tipr and nrofesBlonal man in the city
and county and a great many In the
New Mexican want atis. alwayi
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel. bring results.

.
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We Do What We Advertise

25

REDUCTION

The Home of Alfred Benjamin's Clothes

BILLS THAT HAVE BEEN

61.
65.
66.
72.
76.
78.
80.
81.
82.
85.
89.
90.

127.

bursement.

134.
135.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
144.
145.
146.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.

stitute.
Terms of Court in 6th Dist.
in schools,
Com. Subs.
Death Penalty at Pen.
Cor. Com. Salary.
Itemized Accts. by State, County, etc.
Public Utilities Incorporation.
Electric Power Transmission
Lines.
Dep. Pub. Monies.
Artesian Wells.
Boundary N. M. & Tex.
Repunchouts and coupons, etc.
Benefit Societies.
Terms of Court, 8th Dist.
Relative to Escheated Estates.
Prohibit Deposit of Filth, etc ,
Along Public Highways.
Property, dogs, etc.
Study-alcoholis-

Interfering-meters-

161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
167.
168.
169.

96.
97.
98.
100.
106.
107.
111.

relief, revision.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY of This Week.

Lion Special and Stetson Hats

Earl and Wilson Shirts.

-:- -

Sheriffs election of.
Compensation of Court

Sten-

ographers.
Western El Caniino Real.
Occupation Taxes.
Guardians for Spendthrifts.
Cap. Cus. Committee.
Condemnation Pro.
Process Civil Cases.
Seals' Recording, etc.
Distribute Funds Derived from
Delinquent Taxes.
State Highway Bonds.
State Highway Bonds.
Relating to Highways and
Bridges.
Automobile Taxes.
Writs of Venire How Issued
and How Served.
Elec-

Relating to Keeping Herds at
a Distance.
To Encourage the Instruction

of Hist, and Civics.
Qualification of Voters.
172. Public Schools Revenues.
174. Tax Exemption for New Railroads.
175. In Relation to Insane Persons.
176. Regulate
by
Canvassing
Schools, Colleges, etc.
179. Appropriation Bill.
ISO.
Marking County Boundaries.
181. Defining Libeli
1S3. Abolishing Insurance Department.
184. Primary Election Code.
185. Corrupt Practices.
188. Fixing Terms St. Bd. of Education, etc.
1S9. Amend Sec. 8, C. 42, 38th Leg!.
Assembly.
190. Criminal Procedure.

Executors debts.
Amend Sec. 4164, C. L. 1897.
Bd. Education Sub. Passed.
Authorize Cities to Issue Bonds

Waterworks (Substitute).
Convicts time good.
Convicts stimulants.
Jail Breaking Subs.
Sec'y. State Fees.

Officers Sal Subs.
Amend S. 483, C. L. '97.
Repeal of a Repealing Statute,
Effect of.
114. Garnishment Act.
115. Officers Bonds.
J
117. Drinking Cups.
Sen. Sub. for H. B. 119 regitfat- in
ing Appellate Procedure

191.
192.

)

State Library.
Weights and Measures.

HEAVIEST

TRADING OF
with the coalers and Harriman stocks
WEEK ON EXCHANGE.
selling slightly below yesterday's closing. Subsequent active bidding for
Report of Improved Trade Conditions
Amalgamated Copper, which touched
Was Excuse for Boosting
87
failed to elicit much of a rePrices.
sponse elsewhere. 'The market closed
jBy Special Leased Wire tj New Mexican)
Union Pacific, the Hill issues,
New York, June 6. Trading in the strong.
Norfolk and Western, Amalgamated
early session of the stock exchange and Steel made their best prices iu
today was the largest of any similar jthe last hour: Reading, Union Pacific
period this week, while the diversity and some other standard stocks later
cf dealings was in keeping with the fell back.
greater activity. Steel and the copiers lead the upward movement, on Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich.', tells
reports of an Improved trade and an- how she did so: "I was bothered
other advance in copper metal. Read- with my kidneys and had to go nearly
ing and Lehigh Valley were again con- double. I tried a sample of Foley Kidspicuous features.
ney Pills and they did me so much
Bonds.
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
Bonds were firm.. Prices fell back that they saved me a big doctor's bill."
,

DO NOT BUY AN

UNTIL YOU HAVE SEEN

PAD

EVER1TT

e

Spanish-America-

e

-

j

e

8

j

2

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

full-size- d

NEW

M8irlffiffTTl

The Family Snot

Store i

w

MEN'S SHOES

(

AUTOMOBILE
TIE

WITH STATE SE

-

Am. S. 16 Ch. 117, L. 1909.

Relating to Presidential

REPRESENT! HIVES

4

Judges Chambers.

171.

off-

icers.
92.
93.
94.
95.

Miss. Suffers,

Am. S. 2, C. 117, L. 1909.
Am. 2234, C. L. 1897.

tions.

.

Com. Uniform Statute.
Qualifications
appointive

SENATE

Capital cases.
Whiskey Creek.
12N.
Amd. Sec. 2402 Subs. 18 as
amd. Ch. 59, L. 1907.
129. Funds
Disposition by Treasurer and Assessor.
130. Commission
Loan Brokers.
131. Purchase public
lands reim-

Up to last evening 194 bills had
been introduced in the Statu Senate
and of these the following had been
passed in addition to numerous Resolutions and Memorials
ani Houss
Measures, some of which have already
become law.
4.
Bribery.
11. Legal Notices.
15. Recording Brands.
.18.
Kidnapping Subs.
26. Oath of office of district attorneys.
29. County High School.
30. Offense of Pandering.
Sub36. Pub. Lands Bill. Com.

57.
68.

Days- -

CLOTHING

Committee on Stale Affairs.
Lopez 'GENERAL RAINS WEAKENED
moved to table the motion. The billl
WHEAT MARKET TODAY.
.Michael Donohoe,
provides for the appointment of the,
5th District, Penna.
traveling auditor by the state audi- - Corn Also Went Down, But Oats and
House of Representatives U. S.
ur. i ne vargas motion was uiuieuj
Provisions snowed Some Net
Washington, D. C.
27 to 15.
A molion of
v
Gains.
Vargas toi
BALLOT
April IS, 1912.
place the bill on the calendar ami
E. Mr Queen Gray. Esq.,
to make it the special order, as well By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
President State University,
as the. motion of Mullens to table' Chicago, 111., June 6. Wheat show-thAlbuquerque, N. M.
were declared out of order, e(i weakness
Dear Sir:
today on receipt of news
Senatorial Contest Took a New Turn Late Last Evening afterbill,
Burg had declared that the real that rains in Kansas,
Favored with yours of the
not
though
That Caught Democratic Opposition Unawares and object of the bill is to keep the re- - heavy, were general.
U;th inst., with reference to the
in
Moisture
and
au
of
the
ports
figures
traveling
easleru Nebraska and cloudy cool
preservation of the Spanish
Uprepared - Medical Bill Passed.
ditor from the Governor.
weather in both states tended further
language, I beg ,o say that I
Senate Bill No. 1:11, by Crampton, to discourage the bulls. The
am in favor of the founding
opening
an act providing for an appropriation was the same as last ni?ht t, :!.swi.'e
It was not the Senate that assault- for unseemly levity, was losi.
of a
or Pan
ed the House in the Senatorial conThe roll of the Senate was called, lor the repayment of monevs which down. September started at 104
American College or Institue of
have
been
advanced
or
paid for the 105. to 105, a loss of
test; it was seventeen members of the Democrats, Progressive Sulzer and
to
and
teaching, as suggested in your
fell to 104
the House, sixteen Republicans
and Republican McCoy declining to vote, purchase of territorial lands, was
letter. Should the matter come
to the Steering committee.
one Democrat, who invaded the sacred and the rest of the Republicans
before Congress while I am a
101
were
at
Closing
prices
voting
steady
House Substitute for House liill No. for
precincts of the Senate and cast their for Albert B. Fall.
member it shall have my hearty
September, a net decline of
139,
an
by
act
to
Cordova,
ballots at the third ballot taken for
regulate
Holt moved that the roll of the
Without a thorough
support.
Corn.
logging in the Rio Grande, was deof Senator Albeit
the
B. House be called.
of the Spanish langknowledge
from
the
Selling
and
from
country
19
feated
to 22, De Baca saying hi'
Fall.
Barth objected. He said there was
uage our commercial
commission
and
houses
had
a
depressing
other representatives would be
It was done so quietly, in such or- - no authority for the proposed proced- voted for it because it will not pass effect on corn. July
opened
unchangbadly handicapped in the Amerderly manner, that to the onlooker ure. He addressed the Senate
off at 73
to 73
but
because it should not pass the Senate; ed to
ican countries to the south of
there seemed nothing unusual in the length in opposition to the motion,
rallied to 73
voted
for
it
because it should.
us and, surely, we should not
The chair declared the motion out of Clancy
It is true that the doors
procedure.
The
close
was
with
at
steady
July
it will not pass the Senate
of the Senate had been locked, that a order btit was overruled.
The chief although
neglect any opportunity to esa net gain of
ana tsurg voted against it because it 74
sergeant-at-arm- s
tablish closer commercial
had been stationed at clerk then called the roll of the House is
and
Oats.
unconstitutional.
mem- each exit; that for two hours the and eighteen of the forty-ninfriendly
relations
between
A drop in the price o? oats stimuBill No. 2HG,
House
appropriating lated
those countries and our own.
streets of the city were scoured for bers responded to their names: Blan-- i
buying that more than wiped out
1'MIHIllg or Uie 13WS and
allsont Senntni-anrl for nianihuv
of rhnrri rntrnn TViwnu Hnnriull Hilton '""u lul
Yours very truly,
the
decline.
Unloading by pit longs
the House who had pledged them- - Ixbato, McGillivray,' Padilla, Mon- - jollrnals- Passed 27 to 10.
MICHAEL
DONOIIOE.
.
back-setoccasioned
the
initial
July
SanchesJ Speaker liaea apiointed the follow started
selves to be present, but in the mean- - toya, Nichols, Quintana,
501-to
off
at
to
conterence
committee on the 50
while routine business was transact- - Skidmore, Toombs, Tripp. Tullv. Var- - mS
and recovered to 50
ed quietly, the important medical bill gas and Young. All voted for FairCount-Salary bills: Uibadie, Cooney,
WHEN BUYING, BUY ONLY THE
(
Mul
was quietly discussed and passed, com- - except
Nichols
Llewellyn,
who
asked
haves,
Gage,
to,mirS.
Provisions.
BEST.
to
lens,
Carter
and
be
Nichols,
excused
and
who
mittee reports were heard and the
Clancy
Montoya
An advance at the yards out stiff- Costs no more but
gives the best respectators had begun to leave while voted for Epimenio A. Miera. but latev confer with the Finance Committee ness into the provision market. Inisults.
those who remained, some of whom changed his vote to Fall. This gavelo:" the Senate on the Salary bills; and tial sales varied from last
H. L. Blomqttist, Esdaile. Wis.,
night's level
had been "tipped off" became restless Fall! a total of 32 votes of 41 present, Llewellyn, Evans and Gurule a confer to 5c
says
advance, with September deliv- his wife considers Foley's
or somnolent.
Honey and
Five members of the nine not voting, the record, however, ence committee to confer with a like ery 1S.S5 for
11.071-to
11.10
pork;
Tar Compound the best cough cure on
committee from the Senate on the for lard, and 10.60 for ribs.
press table were at their posts of duty showing them present,
the market. "She has tried various
but the others were missing, unaware
There was some wrangling when a House amendments to the bill providkinds but Foley's gives the best result
that something unusual was to take motion was made to dissolve the Joint ing for the covering of delinquent
of all.''
Shot
Twelve
Through
year
Lung.
taxes
Good
into
the
Place,
Roads fund.
session, the chair holding that there
Senate nil! No. "HI, orosciiLiiiu the old Frank Knight, shot himself through
It was not until 10:30 p. m., that had been no Joint session. However.
the right lung accidentally with a
New Mexican W&nt ads always
Senator Miera made the motion that
"
.22 caliber gun. He may die.
resists
brings
afeven
the
but
denouement,
brought
ter a repetition of the procedure of
the noon hour, many were still expecting that it was a mere formal ballot
of the Senate. Not until a motion to
A. d.Bri.rcKK
.Ixo. S. Mitchki.i
poll the House members present did it
LOS
ANGELES
dawn on some that here was a
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
attempt to put over Senator A.
P Fall, and that the precedent
of
RATES
and $1.50 per day.
$1.00
Lapham v. Miller, Georgia, was being
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00
followed, almost to the letter. Senator
Fall received 32 of the 41 votes pres
ent.
Senate Wednesday Evening.
More than an hour was spent by the
sergeant-at-arm- s
of the Senate hunt
ing up absent Senators and bringing
them in. Senator Sulzer was taken
out of a moving picture show. Senator
Evans could not be found. From the
hour of convening there was a large
E'RE a Shoe
sprinkling of House members and officers present, all known to be "Fall"
Store with
supporters, giving rise to various ruma just right
ors as to the Senatorship.
Shoe for every foot
However, ideas of a "coup'" were for
in the family. From
a time abandoned, when the Senate
went into committee of the whole to
theheadof the houseconsider the Medical Bill, House Subhold down to the
stitute for House Bill No. 17, a copy of
X)
creeping baby, we've
the Texas law, but with such apparent
defects that the committee on judiFootwear for every
ciary struck out all of the bill after
requirement.
the enacting clause, and substituted
draft. The bill
therefore a
provides for a medical board to consist of seven members, to be appointed by the governor, to be graduates of
HIGH OR LOW CUT,
a reputable medical school and who
Bright orDuil Leathhave practiced at least five years in
ers and Tans, conNew Mexico.
uli
The much debated
Christian Science clause compels
servative models or
SENATOR ALBERT B. FALL,
Christian Science practitioners to take,
the new high or rein
Las
Joint
ossion
Evening,
in
ma
the regular examination except
teria medica. The "medical ethics"
ceding toes.
clause in the House bill, so much ridiA shoe excellence
culed by the press, was, of course, by 11 o'clock the Senate had adjourn- procedure in case of stolen or defectto duplicate at
hard
ed and the attempt of the Democrats tive indictments, was passed 24 to ti.
stricken out.
a caucus was frustrated Bhold
to
the
price at other
The House then took a recess until
Senator Miera presided in the com ecause
of the Democrats did not
stores.
mittee of the whole which rose at ex- attend. many
Thursday forenoon at ten o'clock.
actly 10 p. m., and reported the bill
Senate.
Wednesday Afternoon.
Salary Bills.
as amended to the Senate which
$3.00, $3.50,
and
committee
finance
The
Senate
The
Senate
agreed to the House
passed the bill by 18 to 5 votes.
the House conference committee last amendments to Senate Bill No. 65, the
Senate Bill No. 194, an act to eradi- evening agreed on the classification of Artesian Well Act.
$4.00, $4.50
cate Johnson grass, was laid over un- counties as provided in the Senate
Kill No. 195, to prevent the
Senate
til Thursday on request of Holt.
UNO $5.00
(Hinkle) bill, except that Sandoval spread of Johnson grass was IntroCommittee Reports.
county may be placed in the fourth duced and action deferred until the
The committee on county and muni- class, instead of being in a class by evening.
cipal indebtedness reported favorably itself, the fifth class. It also agreed
A petition asking for the creation
Amended House Bill No. 53, for the on the compensation for county corn- of Sumner county was presented.
and
to
first
Luna
of
of
in
counties
the
interest
missioners
repayment
Grant counties, paid on the Grant coun- - class. Comparison showed that the Chairman McCoy of the Committee
ii
HIGH OR LOW CUT MODsalaries provided in the amended on Education reported favorably Sen- ty railroad bond indebtedness.
ELS. The new 14 and
Bill
No.
a
187, providing for
The committee on mines and mining House bill, mean an expense of $2,00ojate
favorably the Mine Inspec- - to $4,000 higher per county than the visor of industrial education for the
0
Boots and
public schools.
tor's Bill, Amended House Bill No. 213. Senate bill.
Handsome
Oxfords,
communSenator Miera presented a
Senator Fall Against Lorimer.
Signed by Governor,
ication from a constituent who asked
The New York Sun gives U. S. SenTies, Pumps, the
A message from Governor McDonald
whether there is any law against dogs ator A. B. Fall as among those wh'!announce( that ne na(1 signe(j Senata
smart Colonials, Sliprnnniner at Inrfro and HpRtrnvinff- nnd will vnto tn nnuont fipnsttnr T.nrtmpr on Bill No. 111, an act
defining the effect
pers, etc., etc. Tans,
harassing stock. The communication the second ballot, and Senator T. B. of a repealing clause, and Senate Bill
SatSuedes.Velvets,
was read just after Lieutenant Gover- - Catrcn of New Mexico and Senator No. 138, to punish
tampering with elecnor E. C. de Baca announced that he Smith of Arizona, in doubt.
ins and choice White
tric power lines, etc.
had signed the Walton, "cat, dog and
House Wednesday Afternoon.
A recess was taken until 8 p. m.,
Shoes in Nu-bubird" bill.
House Bill No. 272, by Manzanares, to give the two conference committees
and Canvas.
Another Senatorial Ballot.
an act to amend Section 23 of Chap- and several senate committees, time
E. A. Miera moved that the Senate ter 22, Laws of 1S99, relative to sales to hold
meetings.
THE BEST SHOES FOR THE MONEY.
proceed as if in joint session to ballot of property for delinquent taxes, was
for U. S. Senator to succeed Senator! passed after amendment bf Clancy,
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and $4.50
A. B. Fall.
ty a vote of 34 to 10.
ECZEMA
LIPUI
STENZEL
moPresident de Baca declared the
House Bill No. 115, by Love, to
SHOES FOR CHILDREN.
SPLENDID NATURE-SHAPtion out of order as the Senate had create the County of Heard out of
eastern Eddy and Chaves counties,
A clear white liquid for cleansing
already balloted at noon.
Miera appealed from the decision of with county seat at Lovington,
was purifying and healing skin and scalp
See
the chair and the Senate by 14 to 9 passed 32 to 8. Blanchard opposing diseases.
failed to sustain the chair.
it because no statement of probable
Our
Stops itching or burning instantly;
Barth asked that the record show assessment or tax income had been cures eczema permanent.
iVindoM
that he had repeated his remarks of submitted. .
A few days after using the Liquid
Display
the afternoon but underscored.
to
moved
the
rules
Pf'CC
suspend
the disease begins to disappear.
Vargas
A motion of Barth to adjourn, be- to take up House Bill No. 207, by
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch- cause so late an hour was not the time the Speaker, in the hands of the !er Drug Co. and Zook't Pharmacy.
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40.
41.

On Our ENTIRE STOCK of MEN'S
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SHOES
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i
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36 II. P. 4

5
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E
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OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

r.

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in al. markets for its, custorrjers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
advances made on conagency, public or private!
signments of livestock and products. .The bank executes
all orders of Its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
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50 the story that De Vargas was in
g
mology of the word "Analco" I sha'l
DIGNITY IN ADVERTISING.
on the lfith or 18th day of
on
l?ter
publisn, with proof's, my conDecember 1C92, and that it was then
tention showing that the gre'ater part People Asked to Purchase Are En.'
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It la gentTo" that he ordered the
repairing of St.
titled to Respectful Consideraevery postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation Michael's chapel. There are many of what had been said and published
tion Some Modern Methods.
among the intelligent and progressiT e people of the Southwest
who today not only declare that such with reference thereto is not borne
is the fact but they even preserve as out by the facts; that the word "Anal-ce- "
All advertising should be dignified
was applicable to all villages
a valuable historical
document the built
UNION)
In its way, whether It be
or
a
banks
the
of
on,
river
near,
exploiting
sheet whence sprung the error, and
OFFICERS.
a two-cearticle or a thousand-dolla- r
without having reference to a particoccasionally refer to the fact of hav- ular
one.
R. J. PALEN, President.
You
are
to
J. B. READ. Cashier.
and
not
mean
does
buy,
asking people
"across
place,
ing in their possession what they conand they are entitled to respectful lanKEPT THE FAITH.
SAVE THE TREES.
the
some
river"
In
as
A. HUGHES,
L.
say.
only,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.'
sider "a priceless gem of history."
other words that it meant then what guage and a polite manner. Levity
The House yesterday passed a very
The state senate had up to last evIn the year 1885, Samuel
Ellison we now
is
all
very well in Its way, at timea,
understand by the word "sumeritorious measure which provides was territorial librarian and as such
ening acted favorably on elghty-s'but it should not be indulged in at the
burb" and was so understood
and
bills out of 194 introduced, that n ad- for the compulsory spraying of trees had
Mr. El- used
charge of the archives.
expense of dignity.
The advertiser
ON
by the Spaniards as well as by
dition to favorable action op numer- and puts into practical effect the 1901! lison was a fluent
should have respect for himself and
Spanish scholar the Indians who came with them.
law
boards
horticulous House Bills and resolutions and
of
creating county
his reputation, as well as for the peoand, consequently, a very good trans- From the reading of the foregoing ple he is
memorials, inc?uding su.?h important ture but which up to date had not been lator. In that year Mr. Ellison pub-- j
making his appeal to.
resolutions as providing for a tax in- taken advantage of by the interests it lished the order given by De
order it is also seen how utterly abThe cheaper, commoner articles of
Vargas
to
to
and
sought
This
further.
protect
vestigation commission.
on December 16, 1(193, for the repair surd is the claim, or rather the per- everyday use by the great masses of
In the laws of 1909, bv ffli the most board is now empowered to inspect orversion of the truth, of some painters the people have been advertised honing of the San Miguel chapel.
voluminous of any legislative assem- chards, nurseries, trees, fruits, plants,
and writers who affirm that whe.i De estly, straightforwardly and with dig
De
after
Immediately
Vargas got Vargas came the old
bly, there are 148 chapters or acts, fruit packing houses, store rooms and
Spanish cathe- nity for a great many years. They
which include all the council and sales rooms for the San Jose scale, through reading his ct of possession, dral or church was still standing. are, perhaps, the kind of goods that
that
codlin
he
mounted
his
or
horse
moth
other
or
insect
day,
and,
pests
house bills passed by both houses of
From what Governor Otermin gather-e- a might be advertised in a less dignified
fungus diseases and shall require the accompanied by Captains Francisco
the last territorial assembly and owner
on his retreat march in 1680, from way without any consequent injury ts
to eradicate and destroy such Lucero, de Godoy, Roque Madrid, and
hich was profusely productive of insects or
the
depositions of the Indians he cap the sales. Sometimes an advertiser
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
pests or disease. If the other officers, visited the
chape!, tured on his way we know that the
' some Popular article will indulge In
legislation, much of which had belter owner refuses,
theri the board shall which had been practically destroyed
not have been written.
slang that "catches" a certain class of
to do the work, which shall by the Indians, and it was then that Indians destroyed, upon Otermin's esIn comparison, therefore, the first proceed
people. Sometimes he stoops to sysbe paid for by the county but shall De Vargas issued the following order: cape from the Villa, (Santa Fe) not tems
and methods that are decidedly
state senate has worked hard, for it also constitute a lien on
the
church
ev
also
loniy
but
Spanish
the property
"On the saia aay, month and year
'
"infra
dig.," but, because of the nabe remembered, that unlike the and
other
ery
The
important building.
premises from which such pest of the
date, I, said governor and
house measures, the eighty six bil?s has been removed.
above order and De Vargas' account ture of the article, the public overgeneral,
very much grieved on of the manner in which the Tano In- looks the indiscretion.
passed by the senate are not
It is made the duty of every owner account
But when the manufacturers or dealof the severity of the weather dians had used all available limber
ard,
legislation, springing of orchards, fruit trees, vines flower
ers in articles that appeal only to the
1
and
the
cold
suffered
the
Indians
GENERAL AGENTS,
by
from
to
local
or
the
enSANTA FE, N. M.
needs
(doors,
beams, etc.)
mostly
fortify
personal
gardens, etc., to spray the same
or desires, but form part of a well whenever and in such manner as the who in troops wile away their time trance to the Villa at the time of his Intelligent and wealthy classes articles the cost of which runs up into
thought-ou- t
plan for legislation care- county board of horticultural comrnis- - visiting the huts in the plain. And RCmine1' mnfirms tho tastimnnv crlvon the hundreds of dollars lose their
fully considered and drafted.
sioners shall dirprt and if tho nwner in order to act in everything with to Gtermiu by lue said Indian pns- t
and abuse that of the pubI mounted
my oners.
In view of that fact and that three refuses, then the board shall do it for pessary prudence
lic by adopting circus methods to ad"
y
norse'
.lew
vertise their products, we be pardonworking days remain in whicli to pass him and the cost shall be a lieu ccrs
h Captains Francisco Lu- hi,.h
th
AND
ed for feeling surprised, and we canBUSY DAY IN DISTRICT
finally much legislation that lias been airainst tho nrnc,-tcero
and
de
Madri(1
Roque
Godoy
,
discussed, scrutinized, written and re- - spraying is done. The inspectors'
COURT AT ALBUQUERQUE. not but agree hearitly with the authornermi-tagcnurcn
or
10
tne
weni
examine
ities who have endeavored to stop this
written in committee, it is read- shall be paid $3 a day when working
which was used as a
style of publicity when it has overily seen that the cry of the opposition under the direction of the board. A church for the Mexican Indiansparish
C.
Merrit
Mechem
in
One
Sat
Judge
who
the bounds of reason.
stepped
press that the senate has been neg- - tax levy not to exceed five mills is pro- had lived in the said town under the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Now Under 1he Same
Case
Final
Judgments
Managemen
vided for upon orchards and gardens
The postoffice authorities, and th
lecting its duty, has not been passing in
in Several Suits.
of
of
invocation
title
their
the
such counties as have boards of hor
patron,
of
stress
have
the legislation demanded and needed
public
opinion,
recently The only GOOD HOTELS in the
'
Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
Thus far, 'he archangel St. Michael. And hav-th- e
e so"ca"eQ Puzzle Proposi- at this time, is as false as the charges ticultural commissioners.
The action of the First National
examined it found same to be
or-- !
been
has
one
if
that
ing
complaint
of
tions'
of
en
the popular piano
suit
arid table service unexcelled.
many
with
Cuisine
baths.
private
usually made against the Republican chard owner
sprays and his neighbor of small dimensions and not big bank against Ne.ll B. Field and Mrs. houseSi and a few o tnem have taken
majority.
does not, the spraying of the former 'enough for the accommodation of many, Sofia A. Hubbell, in which Judge Ira ,.efuge ln a new scheWi whlcn lg
Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORA N,
The senate, it must be remembered is of little benefit and it was in answer! Notwithstanding the inclemency of A. Abbott granted a temporary in- - even more
than th
reprehensible
Demobills
introduced
too, passed
to a distinct demand of orchard own- - the weather, and the great need of junction, restraining the mortgagee "rebus" and
by
puzzle plans. The lead-o- i
crats as readily as those introduced ers that this act was drafted by
certain property from foreclosure Ing idea Is to sell pianos on time
a church for the celebration
by Republicans, if the bills were mer- resentative Chrisman and passed by: of divine services, and also in order
was argued yesterday af- - ments, and one firm with many
meas- the House. Its enforcement will not! that Our Lady of the
itorious, rejected Republican
The suit of branches throughout the country re-Conquest shall ternoon at Albuquerque.
ures as unceremoniously if they were only save the trees but will preserve have a chapel becoming her, I, said
R. Strickler, ;as trustee,
and cently offered cash prizes of $100 and
meretricious, or redrafted them as the important fruit industry of the 'governor and captain-general- ,
saw Frank H. Hubbell against Sofia Hub- - $10 bills for the best "slogans" or
...
r vrrf
arrl bell and Thomas S. Hubbell, the lat- - catch phrases that would advertise
q noooQoovv
that ir
ruthlessly, if they were badly written H6W Statt?,
&
Weals 25c
and ambiguous.
Senator Walton,
whitewash its walls and to repair the ter a minor,' was decided in favor of their particular piano. So far as is
The members of the House in try windows as rapidly and with as little the plaintiffs, Thomas K. D. Madison known, the prizes were duly awarded,
Democrat, for instance,
appears as
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot
Cold Baths.
Electric Lif hts
the author of about li successful bills, ing to explain their record will find labor as possible.
having been appointed guardian ad b"t the unsuccessful contestants were
more
difficult
to
far
it
for
the
a
each
senator
222
the
fortunate
than
winners,
San Francisco Street
although
average
satisfy
large constitu
G. LL'PE HERRERA,
"The parties alluded to being all lilenl for Thomas S. Hubbell, a minor,
Prep
to the statement of the firm
is only three and a half. Most of the ency why finally killed all bills dir- the governor of the said Judgment for $1,217.36 was given, and according
and
present,
alluded to. Outside of the chief prize
measures received almost the entire ected against bawdy houses; why tnwn T'
this'
,
was
it
ordered
was
that
unless
Q,.,
Democratic vote and many were pass- they shelved the county
option 1,1
t paid within ninety days, the trustee winner, the other ten received, respecj ,
Life,
ten dollars each, while thos
ed unanimously, thus receiving the bill; why they petitioned for
Health, Employers, Liability, Insurance
a
taken the necessary steps for the pro- should foreclose on certain property, tively'
parcels post so obnoxious to every curement of labor, and having offered known as El Chamisal, which had who tried but failed to win 8 Prize- stamp of Democratic approval.
were rewaraea Dy tne nrm witn an
FIDELITYland SURETY BONDS
businessman in New Mexico, and why
How foolish the
comthem axes and mules for the trans- been mortgaged to cover the indebt- order for $87 to
on
A
paythe
SPECIALTY
apply
ments therefore, one reads in certain they did or did not do this or that.
MADE
OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT'AND HEALTH INSURANCE.
portation of lumber, so that those who edness. The case of Charles F. Fow- ment of any piano purchased from the
papers as to the "malign" legislature, It is true, the House has worked were
utIMtKAL
AGENTS
ler
Continental
the
SANTA FE.N.AI.
Casualty
against
to
, HALL & HALL
hewing said lumber
adapted
firm within a given time.
or the
policy of the earnestly, it has been guided by the should do
Co., and the A. T. & S. F. railway, garand
those
who
that
were
so,
An
circular
states
21 Capital City Bank Bid?.
accompvnying
worthiest motives to place good legissenate.
fit for the trade of masons and repair- nishee was decided- ia favor of the that these orders are "as good as gold
By the time that the senate ad-- ; lation on the statute books, but it has
isand
to
ordered
execution
plaintiff,
said
walls
should be ordered in
ing
coin" to any one wishing to
journs on Saturday, it wiU have kept been so busy keeping its political like manner to do
The a piano, and that the "order ispurchase
as good
so, and that I, on sue for the sum of $1,639.60.
every Republican platform pledge, fences intact that it did not take the my
adwas
recently
as so much, cash."
part, would have the Spaniards casualty company
will have passed a measure to meet time to look minutely into the meas-ure- s
MANUFACTURER. OF
The winning slogans were therefore
it did pass, blindly defeated some whom I had with me to assist, in the judged to be in the debt of the railevery constitutional demand and evroad by a sum approximately
tho
work.
of
ten
while
dollars
to
the
entitled
measures
each,
only
it
should
have
MEXICAN
RUGS,
BLANKETS,
PILLOWiJOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
pasery present need of the new state.
same. A judgment was rendered for the unfortunate
ones each re- sed, at the same time passing bills on
"And in order that said work should
rejected
ntown Wool,Used.'
Native
Both
The house, too has tried hard, to the same
andGernif
ta$2b alleged to De due on a note, in
celved the equivalent of nearly nine
subject utterly inconsistent be immediately executed, I went with vor
meet every popular demand, but un- with each other.
of
National
Orders
State
the
Takenand Promptly Filled.
plainbank,
Price
for
Send
aa
mucn
winners
the
timeg
got.
When it meets again them to the aforesaid people and befortunately it did not plan, as system- in January, it should
tiff, against E. W. Hill. A final judg-- . Tnjg appeared very curious logic
a
for
within
I
their
provide
or
ing
village square
1 19wDon
was rendered in the case of the cept on the supposition that the order
atically as did the senate leaders; the committee on revision
of dered the natives who were there, as
composed
legislation passed, fully as voluminous three of its ablest members
whose! aforesaid, and instructed them to do First National bank against Sofia A. for $87 was really worth about the
W
.
JL
as that of the senate, lacks coherence, duty it should be to scan
for the sum of $1,242.53. value of the paper It was printed on.
minutely the work carefully telling them that Hubbell, etc.,
is contradictory, is poorly drafted in ovopir, Kill ftnr-Ji. :
was
The
held
the
court
was
so
that
la
The.
trick
plaintiff
palpable that It;
uCly,c u is ever given to by doing that they would be making entitled to foreclosure on certain real reasonable
many instances, gives evidence that another committee,
to suppose the ''inde-marking thereon a house for God and His Most Blessed
it was not worked over but was mere- the inconsistencies, the
errors and the! Mother, Our Virgin Lady, who was in- - estate mortgaged to secure an alleged fatigable authorities will soon be
ly shoved through
debt to the ban, and ordered foreclo--j "after" the offending firm again, and
committee, but
n a wagon; telling them that
NT Me0H-even the house majority can point to statute lawsuol
sure proceedings to begin unless the with a probable indictment to follow,
.
podge. For--, if
riv
tn
many measures with pride and to the tunately, comparatively few bills will
While It is scarcely likely that any
defendant
paid the judgment within
expected to furnish her with a house,
fact that it made at least an effort to become law in the shape that
tho
person
land
covered
The
really needing a piano'' could
days.
by
ninety
they
be progressive and really thought i' were put through the House and the and that such would be their duty; mortgage is a number of lots in the be hoodwinked into such a scheme aa,
and
it
was
that
my duty also to
was pleasing the gjat majority of tax experience now gained should
I erfecto Armijo addition to Albuquer- - the above, it is nevertheless high
prevent my orders and enforce them so give
aI1 reputable piano 'concerns
that que.
the same trouble next year.
Tayers.
Judge Merrit C. Mechem sat in tin)e that
Lord our God might not punish us if
If the first session laws of New
wgecner ana maae some aeiermm.
reouest of Judee Her- at
this
case,
the
we as Christiana riid nnt hnilH
a
ed effort to stop such tricky advertisMexico do not have a satisfactory
The compliment
IT1N THESE DAYS OJF MODERNjMETH- bert F. Raynolds.
paid Lieutenant !CDlrch at once
Th
to
ing in connection with their really Sigpromged
code of legislation it will not be the Governor E. C. De Baca by Senator
M - OPS, '
.
E(ectrcityv play(S a most impor-1- 1
nA 111c;
nified and very reputable business.
miv,0j., uuu
" " w , j .v.,iiiuo
line
fault of the Republican majority ia H. B. Holt yesterday in open session nW
went
afterwards
Fame.
for
Indians)
the
axes, 11ME TABLE ALL
tant part. The grandfather would
each house, but it will be the fault was well deserved.
The writer has
to
of a
Democratic plo: rnnrtpri OVPt'V Vonr 1fAvjn. Ta.I.
be amazed at the radiance of the modLOCAL TRAINS
c " muuc wuu'
that kept the hepublican majority in ture since 1899, prior to that he was!
The Living Room.'
d
home--an"And
for
the
ern
the house from working harmoniously in the Pennsylvania legislature and!
why all this light? To
authenticity of these
In choosing chairs for the living room
The following are the time table
with the Republican majority in the also watched the proceedings in both Proceedings, I have caused this act to
the individual requirements
of the
make the home more homelike to make
houses of Congress, but he has yet be drawn up and have signed it with of the local railroads:
senate.
members of the family should be re"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
to find a more courteous, quiet, self- - my aecretary in civil and military af.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
membered, so that when the family is
Leave
contained uresidine officer than i.ion. fairs
gathered
there
will
be
a
comtogether
DETERMINING OUR WATER RE- tenant
for father, mother and children. Good light
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. 3 fortable spot for each member.
Governor E. C. De Baca who
"Diego De Vargas
Zapata
Lujan
SOURCES.
has wielded the gavel in the first state Ponce De Leon.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
The curtains, too, should be chosen
that is easy ori the eyes is very much to be
The New Mexico legislature in pass- senate. His rulings have been fair
"Roque De Madrid.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:1U in accordance with the needs and dedesired. ,:
"..
sires of the family.
v'v.i
p. m;
ing House Bill N'o. 77 providing an and he has never obtruded his per"Joseph De Contreras.
Since the living room is
3:30 p. m. to
Leave Santa Fe-'a- t
appropriation for gauging the streams sonality into the proceedings of the "Before me, Antonin Balverde, Milialways
of the State of New Mexico and for the Senate. He has demonstrated that he
connect with No. 1 westbound and No. where the privacy of home life is entary and Civil Secretary."
joyed, the curtains should, if necesThe above order is, with a few cor- 1 eastbound.
investigation of underground waters, is an able parliamentarian.
He has
placed a statute on the books tha. been prompt, he has attended to rections I made in the translation, the
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. in. sary, serve as protection from paasers-by- .
will be of extreme value in developing his duties with industry and he has very order which was so published by
Leave Santa Fe at '6:20 p. m. to CO
On the other hand, the room will
this great resource of the state. It is the good will of every member and of Mr. Ellison in 18S3. Whether it is a nect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
a well known fact that the reason why every employe of the legislature, ft typographical error or the fault of the eastbound
probably require all the light possible.
A happy arrangement is often made
a large number of New Mexico's irri- ii a pity that so able artd so good a copyist is difficult to say, but the said
by
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35 having upper
and lower curtains. Such
gation projects are in an unconstruct-e- man is not a Republican. That party order was so published under a certif- p. m.
sash curtains are made in two tiers
state is owing to the fact that ac- does not shelve such able leaders with icate from said Ellison and it is head- Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con and hung on two sets of
curate official data on the water sup- a lieutenant governorship.
brass rods,
ed thus:
"A. D. 1692, December 13." (nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
CONVEN- - .
so mat either the upper or lower half,
ply therefor has not as yet been obJOTHING IS QbtTE
It is
thnt all thnso who "hH eiun L.nn(vn..j
or
I
both, can readily be drawn wide.
tained. Together with the other irriGETTING HISTORY STRAIGHT.
f
tr. tmtch fhehutton and
said order published in books and
ipnjt
Ret,,,' ' rrtv t Sant 1?, ' 11 '
gation states in the West, New Mexico
Historian Benjamin M. Read, whose! newspapers have become convinced n m
L
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appreciation. matter of fact De Vargas was not in Ion Po
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ionable, there is' something chic and
the establishment of automatic gauges and the first edition of which
is being New Mexico on the 18th day of De--! leave at 3:30 n. m. instead of 7 20 as smart about the narrow belt which the
vacuand the development of underground rapidly disposed
ready for the hurried breakfast, your
of, has done yeoman cember, 1692. He came in September heretofore. Connection leaves Albu former lack.
waters, will not only add greatly to service in
washer
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um cleaner readlor,
fray,.
Black patent leather belts one and a
straight some of the 1692, and started back for El Paso querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:2t
the taxable revenue of the state but errors that setting
have crept into local tradi the latter part of November reaching a. m.
the heathalf Inches in width are popular.
fan
to
cleanse,
will assist largely in the cultivation of
ready
tions, errors which have increased that place on the 20th day of Decern- These are decorated with a buckle to
D. & R. G. Ry.
everything
large acreages and the construction of rather than diminished
rooms.
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by being pass ber, 1692. The order herein referred
match, or one of antique silver. ;Plala
m tnr nnrth.
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irrigation projects which at the presfor you'. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
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Mexico is a dry and arid state, which
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Reeardine the theorv that th Tn- - No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
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CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

''

lAUGKUN, President

f- - tvw:

--.

W.

:

'

breast,

of

help

.jjest;

;a:

foes!

L. O. Snyder, the insurance man of
Pueblo, is a visitor in Santa Fe and
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AND STRICTLY NEW SHAPES.
!

SPECIAL ATTENTION

-

MILLINERY

We Carry the BEST assortment of Clothing and
Furnishing in the City and make a Speciality on
MADE TO ORDER SKIRTS and SUITS, .

the balance of this month
MRS. W. L1NDIIARDT,

and a guarantee goes with every Garment.

125 Palace Ave.
se mo

t igueroa, editor

of

JULIUS

the Mexican

Revolutionary paper "Reegneracion'
'and a defendant with the Magons.
Slapped His Face.
Miss Guidera stepped up to Martin,
'
who had just testified that while in
the rebel army h had given out secret information.
"You traitor! You
citiwas
recommended
which
law,
by
coward!" hissed the girl and she slapzens of Chaves
county. Roswel! ped his face.
Daily Record.
Mexican Bandits in Texas.
Miss Estelle Bergere left for the!
Sanderson, Texas, June 6 A poss?
Pecos with Mrs. Lloyd, Miss Hatley of Terrell
county ranch men led by
and Mr. Hatley, of Chicago, iu an aut- Sheriff Allen
today galloped . toward!,.
.
omobile and wi'l be gone a couple of me
....
. .
uuiuer in ;tn attempt to neau oti ;
days.
Mexicans said to have stolen a herd
Mrs. J. R. Skidmore met with a,; of horses from
ranches.
serious mishap yesterday afternoon,
If the bandits are encountered probAn attending physician pronounced it
a hard fight wi'l result. Renewa rupture this forenoon and an opera-- ably
al of the bandits' activity of the side
tion may be necessary tomorrow. .Mrs.
ol the boarder is ascribed to the withSkidmore was taken to St. Vincent's
drawal of United States troops who
hospital for treatment.
Francis E. Wood, a local attorney,' had been patrolling the international
line.
departed last night for Santa Fe,
where he will spend several days.
L'. S. TO GUARD CUBAN
Albuquerque Journal.
HOLDINGS.

Special
Sale on
Ready

A New

CHENEY SILK TIES

Fashionable

Assortment

All Colors, 50 Cts.

Sumiper Weights of Poros-Kn,

.

:

& B. V. D.

it

Underwear

OR UNION .SUITS.

,

We can please you in price, from 50 cts up.
A .DANDY LINE OF THE

CELEBRATED

ARROW SOFT SHIRTS

--

Did You See

5353533r5353755353535353

53

SURETY

Phone 36.

:

ESTATE

BONDS-R- EAL

improved and Uji improved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property, We have everyInvestments.
thing in the line of First-Cla-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phne, DJ

1

1

DO

'

Santa Fe, New Mexico
'535353535353H353W3i3Ma

19 San Francisco St.,

r

S353H5335&555353535353?3

j

NEW MEXICO.
Quick Returns

!

Z

GRIFFITH'S
Low 4 High Top Shoes
;

You Are f Y:iT
Cordially Invited to
Call and
I: .

S

Inspect Them. '.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

BRYAN

HAILED AS CICERO OF
WEST IN WEST VIRGINIA.

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas,Pansies,

Band

Played Two Selections While
Democrats in Convention
Applauded,
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)

White and Purple Iris,
Columbines and Clove Pinks.

Parkersville, V. Va., June 6. "If
can't agree on Wilson, or Clark,"
shouted Congressman Littlepage,
at
the state Democratic convention toyou

day, "join with all of us and nominate
that Cicero of the West, William Jennings Bryan. ' The band had sufficient time to play through two pieces
"YOU TRAITOR! YOU
COWARD!" before the demonstration subsided.
Clark is Choice.'Continued Iron Page One.)
Parkersburg, W. Va., June 6. The
Southeast of Plaza.
report of the resolutions committee inTorreon, their objective point.
structing the delegates at large to vote
for Clark at Baltimore was adopted
Rebal Cavalry Scouts.
Chihuahua, Mex., June 6. Rebel after the defeat of an amendment to
H.
KAUNE
cavalry under Colonel Terrazas sent eliminate all reference to presidential
westward to keep an eye on the fed- - candidates.
erals under Generals Villa and Raba-go- ,
who are riding overland from
WORLD'S CHAMPION HERE.
and Mrs.
Porra!, are encamped today at Santa
"Champ" Jack Johnson
for
miles west of here Johnson left Las Vegas about noon
Isadel, forty-fivon the Mexican Northwestern rail- with three trainers and will make the
road.
trip to the Capital City in one of his
General Cam pa In Juarez.
big touring cars. They are expected
El Paso, Texas, June 6. E. C. Llor-ent- to arrive about six o'clock and will be
SanMexican consul here, today de- met by three cars of enthusiastic
A telephone message
boosters.
Fe
ta
seclared
information
from
that
his
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
cret agent was that. General Campa to Mark Levy, director of the New
ARE OVER.
Mexico Athletic Club, this morning,
had left his command with General
was to the effect that the "Big Smoke"
come
south
in
had
the
and
Argumedo
is feeling fine and there will be a first
Flour quality varies acto Juarez to assist in getting ammuni
class exhibition of boxing this evening
cording to wheat quality.
tion for the rebels. Liberal officials
at the Elks' theater, commencing at
Poor wheat means poor
in Juarez deny this.
nine o'clock. The exhibition will be
flour, poor flour means
Official Arrested for Smuggling.
clean sport and ladies need not hesi
poor bread. The gluten
The Mexican coiibuI also asserted tate to attend. Good preliminaries will
"
in hard wheat is the elethat Castillo Herrera, head of the reh-- proceed the main features, which will
ment that makes the
e' custom house in Juarez, has been! be the champion boxing three men.
bread raise. Hard wheat
'" '
arrested
by American authorities at There is sure to be some pretty work
is rich in gluten that's
Columbus, New Mexico, for attempt- and you will not regret seeing the
,
show.
why it's hard. The more
ing to smuggle arms across the intergluten the wheat connational border at that place.
ARIZONA WILL HAVE
tains the less flour you
Girls Attacked Witness.
ELECTION IN NOVEMBER.
.
have to use that's why
Los Angeles, Calif., June 6. Before
use of BOSS PATENT
the
and
the
trial of the Magon brothers,
'
Phoenix, Ariz.. June 6. By a vote
. FLOUR means real econfor violation of of 32 to 3, the House
their
passed the bill
omy, better results and
American neutra'ity, laws was resum- providing for a state election next Nobetter treatment of your
ed today in the United States district vember. At the same time, a bill was
digestive organs. :: ::
court, three young Mexican girls, one introduced jn the Senate providing
of j Ricardo that the question of a state election
oi them a
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, Flores Magon, were summoned be- be submitted
to the people next Nocause of an attack they are alleged to vember and that if sn election is orhave made upon Peter Martin, a wit dered it shall be held next February.
Oranges,
ness against the Mexican revolution-istsYou cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
"You Traitor!. You Coward!"
The New Mexican
Martin, a former officer of the "lib- and faculties.
VEGETABLES
DAILY
FRESH
eral" army of Lower California, in Printing Company has both, and ai
the belief of the prisoners and their the same time expert mechanics.
girl defenders, was a spy for Diaz. As orders are always assured personal at
his way out of the tention.
he was
KAUNE & GO. courtroom1making
he was met by the girls,
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Miss Lucile Guiderera,
of Ricardo Flores Magon, and the Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
Misses Helen L jevano and Mercedes fbe time and works for the upbuild- FIgueroa, the latter a daughter ot An - jltg of our new State.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

1

COIRICK'S

f

HACK LINE

204W. Palace Ave.

-

-

Baggies and Saddle Hones- -

Pkens' Black

THEODORE C0RR1CK,
.

::::

Phone. Black 204.

Palace Avenue.

415

S.

5

-

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

Percolators,
Chafing Dishes,
Steak Planks,
Tea Kettles.
Round and Oval Trays,

i

The Finest Line in Santa Fe.

e

Reliable Jeweler

j

San Francisco
Street

H. C. YONTZ,

CAPITAL COAL YARD
-

oal

j

Prop'r

v

Grape Fruit, Apples.

H

i

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Yc-ii-

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

JKffWA'iE

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot-

HJLYJ

drapes,

HACK- SERVICE

For Hire at Popular Prices

w."

'

Just Received, a New Line of

FIRST-CLAS-

Insuring Today Avoids
gretting

1

1

B.TONNIES,

GO

INSURANCE

"

'

;

GOODS

Boss Patent Flour

Dispensing Optician.

-

DRY

FURNITURE

z

MISS A. MUGLIR.

TAUPER1

Accurate Work

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

The New Golden Oak

NEXT

Red.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL - REPAIRS DIRECT TO

E. LAS VEGAS,

A

A

TWO WEEKS

MO

Why: Wait ?

I

!

e

FOR THE

DIRECTORS

FUNERAL

License Numbers, 66 47. , . ;
Day or Night Phone,
Next Door to Hosteffice,

WE HAVE THE GOODS

?

FURNITURE

HILLIHEBT

MULLIGAN & RISING,

?

Window Curtains, Screens and Portieres.

Ross-wate-

ss

That GOWN in the Window

Is There Another in the City Like It

j

e

P. O. Box, 219

'A

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST LINE
IN THE CITY AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
A

FOR SUMMER WEAR.

shipped immediately to Key West
and thence to Havana. The Water-- !
v'iet arsenal, Xew York, will ship the
rifles and the ammunition will be tak-- '
en from the Frankfort arsenal.
$65,000 for U. S. Expedition.
An emergency
of
appropriation
$05,000 for the expenses of the naval
ABSOLUTELY THE LATEST AND IT IS A BEAUTY.
expedition to Cuba has been asked of
Congress bv the secretary of the navy.
Mr. Meyer described the movement as
an "expeditionary
force" of marines
for tropical fie.J duty.
Why Funds are Needed.
A letter from Major General W. P.
CO.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
Biddle, commanding general of maIt
rines, accompanied the request.
described the necessity for
more
money to equip the marines dispatched to southern waters and to Cuban
stations. He said 2,035 enlisted :nen
and sixty-ninofficers had been sent.
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
Insufficient Equipment.
The equipment of the corps was in- ; m
sufficient to arm the men properly
and the war department was requisitioned for revolvers and emergency
fie d equipment.
General Biddle said
us
Resixty rations have been furnished and
D
for ammunition i
$25,000 was needed
To-morroand arms; $13,000 for transportation)
and $25,000 for miscellaneous
sup-LU
plies. An added tax on the existing
funds for the marine service, he said,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
was imposed by the transfer of marines from the Pacific coast stations
to replace those who have gone south
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
from the Atlantic seaboard.
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with Ihe Soft .and Comfortable Collars to Match. .Just the
.thing for the warm weather.
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G. W. Jacobs,

Great Bargains

a guest at the Palace.
Miss Ruth Langhlin will leave tomorrow for Colorado Springs and Den
ver to spend several "weeks.
J. A. Miller, the attorney of Albuquerque arrived in the city last evening and is a guest at the Palace.
G. W. Pilchard, the attorney, returned to the city from Carrizozo yesterday
afternoon and is at the Palace.
Jesus Romero, the sheriff of Bernalillo county, arrived in the city yesterday afternoon and is at the Palace.
H. TJ. Meyer, the postmaster and
merchant of Chamita. arrived in the
city yesterday and is registered at the
Palace.
CONTESTS WILL SOON
.J. ,F. Hubbell, Jr., son of the promiBE HEARD.
nent stockman of Albuquerque, is a
visitor in Santa Fe who is stopping
(Continued from page one.)
at the Montezuma.
Mrs. E. L. Goff. wife of the superin- contests would be taken
up; the work
tendent of the Harvey house at Lamy, of the committee seemed likely to
is a visitor in the capital and a guest be confined to
organization and adopat the Montezuma.
tion of rules, including the question of
W. H. Gillenwater, the banker and
admitting the press to the hearing.
political leader of Albuquerque, arriv-eLaFollette Candidate.
in Santa Fe last evening and is a
Madison, Wis., June 6. If Colonel
guest at the Palace.;
on SenaRoosevelt forces make a
Jonathan Milne, superintendent of tor Root, for temporary fight
chairman,.: of
arrivfhe city schools at Albuquerque,
the Chicago convention the LaFollette
ed in the city last evening and is stopdelegates will put up a candidate of
ping at the Montezuma.
their own in opposition to him, it
for the was announced here
Avery Turner,
today by State
Santa Fe railroad at Amarillo. Texas, Treasurer Dahl, delegate-at-largfrom
in
the city yesterday afternoon Wisconsin. Senator A. J. Gronna, of
arrived
and is a guest at the Palace.
North Dakota, may be chosen, it is
TV. R. McGill, the attorney of La
said, as the LaFollette candidate.
Lande, who was a candidate for atWill Invite Roosevelt.
in
is
He
the
torney general,
capital.
President Taft's managers practicis a gust ft the Montezuma.
have decided to invite Colonel
Alfred Grunsfeld, county commis- ally
Roosevelt to attend the discussions of
sioner of Bernalillo county and a mer- the
national
committee
Republican
chant of Albuquerque, arrived in the
during the consideration of contest
and
at
is
last
the
city
evening
stopping
cases so that he jnay be assured of
Palace.
receiving fair treatment. The plan
M. S. Groves, state corporation corn- Wfle first mario nnhlin tnrlnv
qui) it wa
missioner, and his son, arrived m the ,earned that
McKinley
Repl.esentative
capital from their home in Carlshad, had requested members o the com.
afternoon
and
are
yesterday
stopping mittee favorable t0 President Taft to
at the Palace.
join ,n the invitatlon
w. a. Cameron, traveling ireignt
Rosenwater Chosen Chairman.
and passenger agent for the Santa Fe
railroad with headquarters in El Paso, r Victor Rosenwater of Nebraska was
arrived in the city last evening and is elected chairman of the Republican national committee today to serve
at the Montezuma.
Mr.
Miss Katlierine Drake, sister of F. through the convention.
will succeed the late Represen"W. Drake, of the Santa Barbara Pole
and Tie Company, arrived in the city tative Hill of Maine. The seating of
from her home In Hodges last evening R. D. Howell, who was elected nation-- I
al committeeman from Nebraska, at
and registered at the Montezuma.
'the recent Republican primary in that
H. B. Hersey, an Inspector for the state was not
taken up.
the United States Weather Bureau, ar- Roosevelt Men Defeated.
The Roosevelt people met defeat in
the first line up. They proposed that
should be sufficient to demand a
BARGAINS eight
roll call. This was defeated and the
number was fixed at twenty. It was
decided that thirty minutes should be
allowed to each side for hearing state
contests on delegates at large, and fifteen minutes to each side for district
contests.

S)

a Straw Hat and be Comfortable

rived in the city from Washington, D.
C, yesterday afternoon and is making
an inspection of the local station.
Interpreter D. A. Ortega of the
House, who has rendered faithful and
efficient service during the session,
will after the legislative session reside
at Bernardo, Socorro county, instead
of Lemitar where he taugnt school ru
winter.
.Major H. B. Hersey of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, inspector of the U. S.
weather service, and former adjutant
general of Xew Mexico, is spending a
fejYjlays, Juj, S&ata,.Fe,..wbere he lived
a number of years and where
Quit

'
1113 mim "
;
veui, hjiw niuauiiiu
'
apiam w. . ne.u 01 tnis city win
stand;
Instinctively the hunted seeks its lair, go to Santa Fe tomorrow to look after
ea iu uie mu
ouus un iui
looping mat. peace and satety may De
the Santa Fe railroad. He will also
there.
How wretched he who to his hearth- - attend several sessions of the state
Are goes
legislature and will moke an effort to
And there beside it finds his deadliest secure the passage of the drainage

crcena

'Incorporated 1903

THE NOBBY ROUGH BRAID, WIDE BRIM

'

The savage, with his enemies at hand,

STEPHftiS. CeehteT,
E.SRfFFM Asst.'Ceshrer; iw,

STRAW HATS
Get You

...

Drops' to .'the hidden covert

H.

.

8

ifahlichprf

OF HIS OWN HOUSEHOLD.
(Alice Learned Bunner, in Scribner's.)
The frightened
when baying
fox,
hounds pursue,
Flies to his hole and there is lost to
view;
The dove, with arrow pointed at her
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MEXIUaN PKINTING
Local Ageot.8 for

c"Elasti- Bookcase

and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient attrac- tive. We want to show you
its advantages and possi- bilities. C;U, write or phone
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JIM FLYNN IS NEVER
IDLE A SINGLE. SECOND.

sastaa

Pains All Over!

Company.

M.

Sporting World .Knows
Game, Rugged,
Fighter.

Hard-Hittin-

"You are welcome," says Mrs. Nora
Guffey, of Broken
Arrow, Okla., "to use my letter in any way, you want to,
if it will induce some suffering woman to
try Cardui. I had
pains all over, and suffered with an abscess. Three physicians failed to relieve me. Since taking Cardui, I am in
better health than ever before, and that means much to me,
because I suffered many years with womanly troubles, of
different kinds. What other treatments I tried, helped me
for a few days only."

Him

as

MRS.GREATOfJ'S

a

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

AWFUL

g

.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Las Vegas, N. M., June 6. Jim
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Fl.ynn,
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO
the Fighting
Eooms
Fireman, is
working along thorough business like
Capital City Bank Building,
lines for his championship encounter
Santa Fe, New Mexico
f Heart Down)
In effect Anril 18th. 1912.
How
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truth
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disease, always mean
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sleep
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all the District Courts
real
thing when it conies time for
worse to follow, unless given quick treatment
finally told by two and gives special attention to cases
Flynn's
to
linenn
p m
sparring
partners
You would always keep Cardui handy, if
physicians that I also netore the State Supreme Court.
you knew
against him. Each workout is made
Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. Wj Ry. train North.
had a tumor. I read Office: Laughlin
what
and
a
relief
it
quick
Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
permanent
battle
where
bruising
weakness
the
by
gives,
fireman.
He one day of the wonderful cures made by
S
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meefis trains at Preston, N. M.
takes pride in the fact that the sport- and disease of the womanly system makes life seem hard
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComStage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. ra., daily
C. W. G. WARD,
ins worm Knows him as a game, rug- pound and decided to try it, and it has
to bear. Cardui has helped over a million women.
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bagit
State District Attorney.
Try
a'
ged,
as
not
nret.
fighter,
made
me
well
a
woman.
gage carried free.
My neighbors
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanoopu Medicine Co.,
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
ty, tapping boxer. Since Ma
Chattanooga, Tenn..
and friends declare it has worked a mir
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M for the south at 11:11 p. m.;
for Special Instruction!, and
book. "Home Treatment for Women," sent free. J 51
Las Vegas
Jack Curley arranged the match with acle for me.
New Mexico
from the south at 4:38 a. m.
Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeJohnson, Flynn has had his own idas table Compound is worth its
in
(1) Daily.
weight
of how he was going to take the meas
HARRY D. MOULTON,
goia lor women during this perodof life.
(2) Daily except Sundays.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
ure of Lil' Artha.
Attorney-at-Law- .
If it will help others you may publish my
(S)Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
General Passenger Agent.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Mrs. mabion sweet Grea-ton- ,
"I'll only win by fighting the bia leuer.
No. 1 Jefferson St, Natick, Mass.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
smoke," is a pet statement of Flynn's.
"He would make me look like a huge
Change of Life is one of the most Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
sucker if I tried to box with him. i critical periods of a woman's existence.
am not put up right to box. I'm too Women everywhere should remember
EASLEY & EASLEY,
short and I haven't got the reach. But that there is no other remedy known to Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
I think I am a pretty fair fiehter.
so successfully carry women through
T
Attorneys-at-Law- .
(From Santa Fe Daily New Mexican necessary repairs to the buildings on know the fight writers said that
this trying period as Lydia E. Pinkham's
Practice in the Courts and before
after
of Monday evening, June 6, 1SS7.)
the Fort Marcy reservation.
I cleaned Al Kaufman
Land Department.
and CarL Mor- Vegetable Compound.
The College nine defeated the Santa ' A Quaker colony would locate on ris. My
of attack against the
plan
Land
and titles examined.
Fe Browns on the baseball diamond by, the upper Pecos if there were a good brunette is
If yon want special advice write to Santa Fe.grants
lo get his goat society
N. M branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
a score of 39 to 42.
L.
J wagon road from Santa Fe instead of
Medicine
Co.
Finkham
Lydia
(conftalk for drawing out the yellow and
N. M.
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
The United Miners will hold their tne round about way by Glorieta. Eli once he shows me that
my punches be
opened, read and answered by n
Newsome of the Santa Fe Dairy Com- are hurting I'll beat his head off."
convention at Santa Fe on July 4.
woman aim ncia in strict confluence.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Professor Adolph F. Bandelier has pany, is in charge of the proposition.
It is rough stuff Flynn has on tan
Attorneys-at-LaCherries
25
are
a
cents
selling
just returned from Mexico where he
at his training camp and w hile it is un
Practice in all the Courts and
. ...
Jgi doubtedly going to aid him in
spent four months in the archives pound.
getting DEMOCRATS OF ARIZONA DISthe Interior Department.
At the auction sale of town lots in
gathering invaluable data that discherry ripe for the big show on the FRANCHISE
. . New Mexico.
Taos, - prove many of the historical traditions the Irvine addition, $5,000 worth of Fourth, and is incidentally servine to
lots
were
sold
this
afternoon.
of Santa Fe and
others.
give the fight bugs a lot of hot sport,
Phoenix, Ariz., June 6. The senate,
The Albuquerque
H. L. ORTIZ,
Democrat has it is not relished
Professor Bandelier has already 1,000
by Messrs. Al Will- after a bitter debate,
:
a
from
passed the eduand Counsellor-at-Law- .
Attorney
morning to an evening iams, Howard Morrow and
pages of manuscript ready for his changed
Mar- cational qualification
measure, which
before all the Courts in
scientific work on New Mexico and paper as it costs only half as' much shall, the three athletes who Ray
Practicing
are serv- provides that all voters shall be able the State.
hopes to write the remaining 1500 to pet out an evening paper.
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ing as the Puebloan's sparring
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comSanta Fe, - - New Mexico
Albuquerque
pages by November 1. He will lay the
The bill has not yet passed
language.
muted
suicide
at
Los
foundation for all future historical
Angeles.
They are the recipients of a lovely the house, but a similar measure was
Jack Johnson and Jesse Evans, horse
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
studies of New Mexico as his data
lamDasting every afternoon. Flynn passed by the territorial leeislatnre
are from absolutely original resources thieves, are raiding Bernalillo county. goes
Public Stenographer.
them
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a
if
against
A reward of $225 is offered for
real battle prior to statehood, and repealed as one
their was on.
and manuscripts.
Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
a case of slug, slug,
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slug of the conditions of
state Rooms 11 and 12
Artists Alexis Comparet and R. H. capture.
and butt, butt, butt from the time hood. If it becomes asecuring
Laughlin Block.
Fourteen
new
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to
thousands
law,
the city
Tallant of the Denver Art Club exhf1)-ite- of Trinidad
Phone Red 162.
s
will be dis- have been laid out and at each setto starts until it ends. Mon- - of
at Denver two incomparable paintleast three new railroads will reach day afternoon Flynn's three partners franchised.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVER
ings they created in Santa Fe, one be- that
were so badly done up from the beat
city this year.
ing a scene in the convent garden and
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building.
Democrat. It seems to have forgotten
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THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
The Rock Island will reach Springer Howard Morrow begged to be excised
however, that Santa Fe has been se- this year. A corns of surveyors ir -8 he got an ugly cut below the right throat, chest and
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lected for the site of this fine institu-- j camping there
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DR. W. HUME BROWN,
George Herbert ranch at Glorieta
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that, secured it.
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invest extensively in that section.
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time.
r. m. Hngnam was today awarded! Natural
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
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gas has been struck at
contract for $6,000 to make all the rillos.
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hips on account of kidney trouble and
two hours for voting.
Miss Katherine Drake, Hodges.
House Bill No. 65, making October stations York,
to communicate direct with
rheumatism.
"I
C. J. Ekel, Atchison, Kas.
got some of Foley
House Bi!l No. 41, providing for the 12,
Day, a legal holiday.
London will be built alone the New
TO-- St.
Kidney puis and after taking them
L. B. Matteson, Denver.
refunding of the state and county inSenate Bill No. Ill, an act defining Jersey coast within a
for
a
few days there was a wonderful
year, according J. F. Hubbell. Jr., Albuquerque.
debtedness, including the railroad the effect of repealing clause.
Chicago,
io an announcement made today by
Louis,
change in my case, for the nain on.
Andreas
bond indebtedness of Santa Fe and i Senate Bill No.
Los
Romero,
Lunas.
Jr.,
138, to punish tam ine Marconi Wireless Telegraph Com
tirely left my back and hips and I am
W. W. Cameron, El Paso.
Grant counties.
pering with electric power lines and pany of America. Options hav heen
M. W. O'Connor, and Mrs. O'Con nor. thankful there is such a medicine
as
Bill No. 81, to prohibit and the theft of electric
Senate
obtained on similar sites at San Fran
New York,
t
current, etc.
Foley kidney Pills." For saie by all
Denver,
Colo.
cisco and Honolulu. It is planned to Michigan.
druggists.
Joseph Schofield, Chicago.
.
construct a plant in the Philiunine is:
J. Chastelain, New York City.
ands which will communicate with the
J. A. Miller, Albuquerque.
Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
one at Honolulu. The company will
.
Recently it has he
C. Coohey, Albuquerque.
rfr,ui
0"
that
lowers the germicidal
'i00"0' mus De able to send messages fron
CENTENNIAL
Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale
f.he
London to the Philippines by way of
pusclesof the blood and renders'the! LZt
Daily until
Coronado.
1912.
September 30th,
Return limit.October 31. Except
germs cause the death of over
the United States, relaying the mes
CELEBRATION,
of the
human race
A. C., de Baca, Cienega.
.
,
A blood medicinn. mid.
to points east of Chicago and St.
.i
land
sage
wires
from
a
by
Louis, the limit
the
t of roots, such as' Eloodron Vi
exP.
F.
Jersey
.
Pre glyceric
Sena, Las Vegas.
SISTERS OF LORETTO
is 60 days from date of sale.
coast to San Francisco. The
Stone root, has been extensively sold
",ndrake "
plants at A. Lucero, Jr., I,as Vegas.
by ur'Wra .or thVlZT
For further particulars, time tables and literature
San
nAw
Francisco
as
and
Dr.
years
rGT"'
will
be
Honolulu,
mi:..i
call on or address
G. Pino, La Cienega.
NatuTe's iTu;"nce-7- h;
SANTA
N. M.,
erected, immediately, the announce"
C. J. Morgan, El Paso.
any Santa Fe Afent.
to the blood-tis- sue ment adds.
the vital fires of the
brighter
E.
D. Elmers, El Paso.
"
me, the
rubbish which has
T
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
to 15th, 1912.
Tuned to Different Keys.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Alfred Herrera, Denver.
The first New Jersey statitm, the
ONE AND ONE-FIFT- H
announcement says, will be erected
FARE
ALL POINTS IN NEW MEXICO
within
nine
months
near
,
Subscribe
, ujuuuu, or narcotic.
Belmar, upfor the Santa Fe New
Are You a Seller? An advertiseon a site of 550
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts al! ment in the classified
purchased today.
the
columns of the
To
ki" o' The second willacres,
Fe
? f write Jr
U latereated and ihould know
be erected at Tom's
of the time and works for the up- New Mexican
""out Uie wonderful
will put your real esor
River,
will
and
be
Darnegat,
tuned
our
new
cl
MARVEL Whirlinf, Spray
State.
building
tate on the market effectively. It will
to a key different from the
DATES OF SALE,
ids new vaginal Bynngs.
first, so
the facts of your property before
put
sen mon convenient. It
that
to
messages
either
station may
All legal blanks
cleanses
iosumtly.
fDta
prepared according the eyes of all possible buyers.
Jane 10th, lllhand 12th. Return
be received and sent simultaneously Ask
to tbe Statutes of New Mexico, new
voui druEEiit r iTm. S
1
bettw h"lth than 1
ever did. I
TS?n5
without interference. The distance
"
.
f5'.Ue
Urn
took
Salveand
Limit, June 17th, 1912.
GoldM'cId
,11.1 P!"7"
form, for sa'e by the N-New Mexican want
HMRVEI., accept no otherr
from the New Jersey stations to tut
am always
send sump for HljanM
Mixlcan Printing Company.
book sealed. It
London
brings results.
is
3,100
ft,
miles.
Hmm. Hevxs.
The
Mt
estimated
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellet, re.ulste liver
U.S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE, N. M.
w.i...i-.- ,.,..w1
cost of the plants will be $750,000 each. larftanfldfrprtlfMi.
sad bowels.
Matm CO., 44 East 23S IUnM.lkni Itrk
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Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
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terminated. But "there is a Providence! ance against war.
A war with a flrstclnss power would
that (shapes our ends, rough-hethem as we will." Now after the lapse cost as much each day as the navy
of a century, a Democratic House of now costs in five years.
Representatives defeats the patriotic j The Monroe doctrine remains interproposition to add two battle snips to national law only while it is backed
our too small navy, on the assumption, by a strong fleet.
The United States surely should not
probably, that we will never be enbecome negligible as a naval power
gaged in another war.
Imaginative idealists may indulge in just when the great Panama canal, consuch dreams, but thoughtful citizens structed at an outlay of $375,01)0,000
will continue, to believe that the best, American money, is to be opened.
This sounds like good common sense
the only way, to avoid war is to be in
to us.
a constant state of preparedness.
Truly your friend,
To show how near we are to war it
A. L. MORRISON.
may be remembered that not long ago
rumors were prevalent that England
would protest against erecting fortifi- PROPOSED REGULATION
OF SIZE OF BAGGAGE,
cations to defend the Panama Canal,
which we have as good a right to forinterstate Commerce Commission
tify as we have to defend any of our
Order Pending Investi- seaboard cities. It was not England's
gation.
good will to us that prevented her
from carrying out that threat, but ij
Wire to New Mexican)
was because she has still in lier mind (By Special Leased
Washington, D. C, .lime (i Xev
our two former wars, and she did not
wish to hazard another. Then, on the regulations of transportations of bag-- '
Pacific side we have Japan to watch, gage proposed by nearly every railroad
in the United States which in effect
and the more friendship she professes
would advance the rates on "excess"
snouiu ullor us tne more vigilant
suspended by the interstate comthat watch. And appros to this, I find were
merce commission today. The suspenin
the following Washington despatch

m

of ;Peace Prepare for War. less we say about the land fighting
"Washington, D. C May 28. The of 1S12, the better for the credit of the

In Time

fight on the naval appropriation bill men who participated therein. Not
broke in the House today when Rep- that the men were to blame, the enresentative Roberts of Massachusetts tire blame lies on the imbecile govIf we conquered
in that
moved for two new battleships to cost ernment.
The war (and we did thank God) it was
not more than $6,000,000 each.
Democratic caucus voted down the bat- not by the assistance of that Governtleship program, but with much defec- ment, but in spite of it; and here is
how it was done: In his great "History
tion in the Democratic ranks."
One of the most astonishing things of American Privateers," Maclay says:
"A few
statements will
general
in our political history, is the facility
with which the Democratic party for- show that in both wars with England
gets or ignores the object lessons of our Privateers were a most importthe past. For 8 or id years before thp ant, if not predominating, feature of
War of 1812, it must have been evi- our early sea power. In the War of
dent to our people, that war with 1812, the regular navy of the United
England or slavish submission to her States on the ocean numbered only
vessels, carrying in .all
insolent demands must be expected in twenty-threguns. This
the near future. If is almost incred- five hundred and fifty-sir
ible to us that British ships boarded force captured two hundred and
of the enemy's craft.
In the
American vessels right in the Harbor
of New York, and carried away native-bor- same period, we had five hundred and
citizens (in spite of all protests) seventeen Privateers aggregating two
and compelled them to serve in the thousand eight hundred and ninety-(threguns, which took no fewer than your columns: .
British navy, where hundreds of them
D. C. Negotiations
"Washington,
died in foreign lands far away from .one thousand three hundred prizes.
home and friends. But to the shame
"In the same war, we find on the of Japanese interests for land on Mag- ot the Democratic party of that time, basis of calculation, the money value dalena Bay, Mexico, were referred
of government prizes to be six million
by the Senate foreign relations
it is the horrible fact.
to de-while committe to a
iln :the .meantime, the most bitter six hundred thousand dollars,
termine if any acquisitions of terri-jtorcomplaints were made against a stand- that of the Privateers was thirty-ninor concessions there encroached
ing army, although it had dwindled million dollars, while there were no on the Monroe doctrine."
fewer
than
thousand
one
thousand
less
to
men,
than
thirty
prisoners.
away
"Toward the close of the War of
the
Then we must not overlook
and the navy (?) :contamed "17 ves!1S12,
conditions
English newspapers were full of exceedingly
sels of these only eight were able
threatening
to get to sea, in the first months of articles recounting the vast amount of that prevail in Cuba, where a senr'-- j
the war." At the same time, England damage that had been inflicted on civilized negro has declared himself
by American Pri- I resident of a republic, who can guess
boasted of at least a thousand sail British commerce
and was the undisputed mistress of the vateers. In June, 1813, flour in Great whPt outrages the followers of this
dollars per bar- creature may perpetrate on the per- ocean. And in was in that pitiful Britain was
dollars, pork sons and property of European sub-- j
condition, war was declared by the rel, beef thirty-eigh- t
dollars per barrel, and lum- jeets wbich would call for the inter-- j
Madison administration on the 18th thirty-sidollars per thousand vention of their Governments.
If
day of June, 1812. It reads like a ber seventy-twdollars for five hund- these Governments sbould land troop.'
fairy tale that the timbers of which feet. Sixty-fivthe fleets of Perry and Macdonough red dollars was paid to insure vessels to protect said subjects, we would b
Such a compelled in the defense
of the
wre constructed, were growing in the across the Irish Channel.
woods when war was declared. Dur- thing, we believe, never happened be- Monroe Doctrine to expel them by
force of arms. But these sagacious
ing a VrSit to "Vermont some years fore."
And thus England's haughty assump- Democratic statesmen (?) in the free
ago, the very place where part of
fleet was built, just before tion of being mistress of the seas, lof all of these warnings, refuse to take
the glorious battle and victory, was vanished into thin air; and let it be the most ordinary precautions, and
maxim of the
shown to me. Of course, those days distinctly understood that this happy scout the
and the crude vessels which were event was accomplished, not by the Fafher of his country: "IN TIME OF
then in use, have passed away forever, Democratic administration of James PFACE PREPARE FOR WAR."
and they are mentioned here merely Madison, but by the enterprising and
Secretary Mever of the Navy Departto show the shameful neglect of the daring of private citizens, may their ment is naturally opposed to any curnation's land and naval forces by the memory be held in everlasting honor. tailment by Congress of the program
Democratic party then, which seems Had it not been for these patriotic of construction of battleships. His arto have been inherited by their de- owners of the Privateers, and the gument may be summed up thus:
scendants of today.
heroic Tars who manned them, God
Battleships are cheaper than battles.
A strong navy is the cheapest insur
It has often been said that the alone knows how that war would have
e
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DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf
MASONI".
Lodgi
Montezuma
ness, and that is by constitutional f
remedies.
No. 1. K. F. & A. A!
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous linRegular commun
cation first Monda'
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
of each month a
this tube is inflamed you have a ruma
Masoaic - Hall
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
7.30.
when it is entirely closed, deafness
ALAN R, McCORD, W. M.
is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube CHAS. E. LINNEY.. Secretary.
restored to its normal condition, hearSanta Fe Chapter Ne
ing will be destroyed forever; nina
1. R. A. M.
Regulai
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
convocation lecoai
which is nothing but an inflamed conMonday of each mont
dition of the mucous surfaces.
Masonic Hall a
at
We will give One Hundred Dollars
7:30
p. m.
for any case of Deafness, caused by
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
be
cannot
cured
that
by
catarrh,
H. .'
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuSELIGMAN. Secretary.
ARTHUR
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Santa Fe Commander.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
No. 1, K. T. Regula
Take Hall's Family Pills for consticonclave fourth Mon
pation.
day in each uonth a
Congressman George Curry ha
Masonic Hal) at 7: Si
written friends in Roswell that he
p. m.
will visit them the latter part of June.
. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
Miss Li'lie Hammer, w'ho condncts W. E.
Recorder.
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WEDDING AT HOME OF
H. S. LUTZ YESTERDAY.
Yesterday afternoon at two o'clock,
Arthur McFerren of Colorado Springs,
and Miss Susie M. Gray of Albuquerque, were united in holy wedlock by
Rev. J. M. Shinier of St. John's M. E.
church, at the home of II. S. l.utz, 400
Hen Gaspar avenue.
Professor John
Millie of Albuquerque, and Mrs. Emma
W. Goebel weve the witnesses.
Miss
Gray was one of the public school
teachers of Albuquerque. Mr. McFerren is the manager of the Western
Packing house at Colorado Springs.
The young couple will spend a short
time in Santa Fe and then return to
Colorado Springs where they will make
their home.

1
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MARKET REPORT

Closing Quotations.
New York, June 6. Call money 2
Prime paper
to 4; Silver
((2
60
Tin 4(i'?t4G.4r): Copper 16.50(i
17.25; Lead 4.20f( 4.2.1; Amalgamated
THEY PUT AN END TO IT.
S7
Atchison 107
Sugar 129
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St., Roches Great Northern 134
New York
N.
ter,
Y., says he recommends Foley Central 120; Northern Pacific 120
Kidny Pills at every opportunity be Reading 172; Southern Pacific 110
cause they gave him prompt relief Union Pacific 170
Steel 701-2- ; pfd.
from a bad case of kidney trouble that 111.
had long bothered him. Such a recomLead and Spelter.
mendation, coming from Mr. Sable, is
St. Louis, Mo., June 6. Lead firm
direct and convincing evidence of the
4.15; Spelter strong 6.75&6.S5.
great curativ qualities of Foley KidGrain and Provisions.
ney Pills. Ftjr sale by all druggists.
Chicago, 111., June 6. Wheat, July
108
Sept. 1013-4- ; Corn, July 74
Opening Exercises of Santa Fe Coun- Sept. 72
(f
Oats, July 30
ty Teacers' Institute.
Sept. 411-4- :
Pork, July 1S.70; Lard,
The following was the program of July 10.95; Ribs, July 111.50.
the first opening exercises, Santa Fe
Chicago.
County Institute, Wednesday, June 5,
Chicago, 111., June C Cattle ReNew
Santa
Mexico:
1912,
Fe,
weak.
ceipts, 3,00. Market
slow;
Motto:
Beeves, $5.90? 9.30; Texas steers,
"We learn by doing."
$C.35'8.00; western steers, $G.40
8 00; stackers
Flower:
and feeders, $4.20
American Beauty Rose.
fi.fiO; cows and
heifers, $2.S0&8.00;
Colors:
calves, $5.509.10
Crimson and Black.
Hogs Receipts 21,000. Market 5c
Miss Adela Lucero higher
Song
Light,
mixed,
$7107.55;
Violin Selection.
$7.107.00; heavy, $7.107.C2
Piano
Miss Bell Anaya rough, 7.101i7.30; pigs,; $5.257.00;
Violin
Miss Frances Anaya bulk of sales $7.407.55
Song "Girls From Japan,"
Market
Sheep Receipts,
10,000
Eva Abeyta, Alise Abeyta, Velma
dull; weak. Muttons, $3.30
Parson, Marcela Parson.
western, $3.60 5.50; yearlings, $5.00
Address to teachers
6T700; lambs,
$3.75(ft8.50;
western,
L. Bradford Prince,
$3.25 8.65.
Senator W. M. McCoy and RepreKansas City.
sentative Manuel Cordova.
Kansas City, Mo, June 6 Cattle-Rece- ipts,
Teacher's good-by3,000, including 1500 South; . ...Miss Adela Lucero
Piano
erns. Market steady.
Native steers,
Committee:
$C.259.15; southern steers, $4.75
Miss Antonia Silva.
S25; southern cows and heifers, $3.50;
Miss Louisa Alarid.
Native cows and heifers, $3.258.50;
Mr. Jose Ortiz y Baca.
Blockers and feeders,
$4.907.25:
bulls, $4.75G.7o; calves. $5.008.50;
CONSCIENCE SMITTEN MAN
western steers, $G.0O8.75;
western
STARTS COUNTY POOR FUND cows, $375G.50.
Market
6,500.
Hogs Receipts,
N. M., June 6. Sierra
Hillsboro,
steady. Bulk of sales, $7.55; heavy,
fund
to
a
is
start
about
poor
county
$7.50' 7. GO;
packers and butchers,
the sum of $6.29 having been contrib
$7.407.60;
lights,
$7.157.40; pigs,
uted to form a nucleus for such a fund
8

former resident of the county.
The money is sent to county clerk
Kelly and the sender announces that
he isi sending it in restitution for a
knife he once took which belonged
to someone else. He has become a
Christian and is trying to make restitution for all his faults, he says. The
man lives in Missouri.
by a
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Jack

Johnson
8

Champion of the World

lVi" Box 3 r,1en

9

O'clock

Ladies Especially Invited

Good

Prices $1.00 and $1.50

Preliminaries

Box and Ring Side Seats

Under the Auspices of New Mexico Athletic Club

$2.00

.

Mark Levy - - - - Director
Tickets On Sale At
Drug Store

Fischer's

DIFFERENT
Since

the

Slugger,
Abandoned,

Was

Coffee probably causes
nioie bil
iri.ilarH than
iousness and
any one other thing even bad
(Tea is Just as harmful as ccfbecause it contains caffeine the
(iiug in coffee.)
A Ft. Worth man says:
"I have always been of a bilious
temperament, subject to malaria and
up to one year ago a perfect slave to
coffee. At times I would be covered
with boils and full of malarian poison
was very nervous and had swimming
in the head.
"I don't know how it happened, but
I fina'ly became convinced that my
sickness was due to the use of cof
fee, and a little less than a year ago
stopped coffee and began drinking
Postum.
"From that time I have not had a
boil, not had malaria at all, have gain
ed 15 pounds good solid weight and
know beyond all doubt this is due
to the use of Postum in place of cof
fee as I have taken no medicine at all.
"Postum has certainly made healthy, red b!ood for me in place of the
blood that coffee drinking impover
Name
ished and made unhealthy?'
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
-

fj

1

Mich.

'

'
blood.

$5.506.75.

Sheep Receipts, 4,000. Market, 10c
higher. Muttons, $4.005.75; lambs,
$G.508.75; range wethers, and yearlings, $4.25G.O0; range ewes, $300
4 75; Texas
goats, $3.003.50

Fostum makes red
"There's a reason," and it is exin the little book, "The Road
tj Wellville," in pkgs.
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appear from time to time. They
are genuine, true and full of human
New Mexican Wane
Interest.
results every time.

Ads

Drinks

A

Jersey cow.

good

Ap-

Sargent.

WANTED Chi to do general housa
work in small family. Apply S. New
Mexican.
FOR SALE Two saddle ponies
broken to work. Apply W., care New
.Mexican.

WANTED A good
woman cook,
wages
per month. Apply New
Mexican.
FOR RENT
bath. 502 Galitteo St.

house
with
Apply St. Vin-

cent's Sanitarium.
FOR SALE Small
slove in good condition.
Duck, 42$ Cerrillos St.

steel cook
Apply Mrs.

jj

e

its

resular meeting

Goes.

Art Get Ready for Your Job, whatever it
of each month at may be, and commence
right away.
NflaiS
Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.m.
and Typewriting
is the
Shorthand
welVisiting brothers are invited and
first step for that is the stone to furcome.
ther knowledge, as; Reports of lecJ. A. RAEL, F. M.
tures, quick notes of everything, exDAVID GONZALES,
tracts when reading.
Secretary.
ShortOne Month
the new

pyKj

on the

Thursday

ABC

at

F. W. FARMER
Homesterd No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeon
Meets First Friday of the month

at the

Fireman's

.
Hail. H.
A. E. P. Robinson.
Cor. tec. Fred F.
Alarid.
Poi-.-n-

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

hand is equal to ti months at the old
It
now
is
the exsystems.
clusive shorthand in many countries,
and is THE ONLY ONE that is taught
to 7th and Sth grade scholars; the
only one the young minds can grasp.
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER.
SAY WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD
WEEKLY. WE GUARANTEE WORK
WHEN THROUGH.
We Want a Janitor 2 hours daily in
exchange for instruction. We want a
hustler to interview parents. Wo
want teachers and graduates to go
into the country, take typewriting ma
chines and leave at newly enrolled
pupils' homes for practice; to soil the

Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly $10 self
instructing shorthand text
every Thursday evening at 8 o'cloci
and $10 blindfold typwriting
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- books,
cards. A hustler to secure subscribers always welcome.
ers for the Standard Encyclopedia.
We secured a few copies from the
Santa Fe Camp Nc. "Times" office, Los Angeles immedirtiut
DM4
ately after the insurance companies
first Tuesday of eact had made their compensation
after
5"i!&yM month; social meeting the dynamite exp'osion. Thy price is
third Tuesday at Fire- $37.80 payable $7 to $10 cash, snd $2
tMS&ir man's Hal . Vis Unit to $3 a month. Contains the residue

Olfim
sf&&

-

neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.

of 1(10,000

books, S.j'iO pages, 55.0iO
".25
colored
9nn,000 topics,
maps, 3,ooi) illustrations As god as
ever, and price reduced from $97. Th

articles,

profitable work shouli suit teachers
or graduates for summer employment.
THE SANTA FE BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
The Business University of New
Mexico.
W ALTER NORTON, F. R. O. S.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United
State for the District of New MexThe United States of America, Plain
tiff.
vs.
No. 120.
Mimbres River Water Co., Defendant.
It appearing to the court that the
above entitled cause is commenced for
the purpose of removing a certain
cloud upon the title to real estate of
plaintiff, the United States of America,
within the District of New Mexico, and
it further appearing that Mimbres
River Water Company, the defendant
herein, is not an inhabitant of and
cannot be found within the said District of New Mexico, and that said de
lendant has not voluntarily appeared
ir said cause, now on motion of the
attorney for plaintiff, the United
States of America, .it is ordered by
the court that the said absent defendant Mimbres River Water Co. do
plead, answer or demur in said cause
by the 5th day of August, A. D 1912.
It is further ordered that due service of this order be made "ipon the
said defendants, if practicable, wherever found, and also upon the person
or persons in possession of or charge
of the said real estate, if any there
be; and if not practicable, then that
a copy of this order be published in
the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, a
daily newspaper published within the
District of New Mexico once a week
for six consecutive weeks, the last publication to be at least one week before said return day.
,
Done in open court at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, this 15th day of May,
1912.
W'M. H. POPE,
Judge of the District Court oi the
United States for the District of
New Mexico.
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FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
rooms suitable for light housekeeping.
I'se of bath. Apply 10G San Francisdegree. Ancient and A
co St.
cepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry mee'a ot
the third Monday of each montl
Elegantly FurnTsnea Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening b
ng all modern conveniences, including
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
electric
light, steam heat and baths,
cor
Masons
Rite
are
Fritish
Visiting
in the First National Bank building,
dially Invited to attend.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
S. G. CitRTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master
LIVE AGENTS W A N T ED SomeHENRY 5. STEPHENS, 32
thing new in the market in novelties
'iecretary.
lor ladies; can make $10 to $23 a day.
Address
Mail
B. P. O. E.
Order
Washington
W0. B. P. O. E. hold: House. 293 Vermont street, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Santa Fa Lodge N
its regular session oi
the second and fourti
Oliver Visible Typewriter
of
eac)
Wednesday
month. Visiting brotl For sale
cheap. Perfect condiers are invitea an tion and does
splendid writing.
welcome.
Could ship on approval and tria'.
FRANK T. BLANDY,
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Exalted Ruler.
Rosedale, Kansas.
P. M. A. L1ENAXT,
Secretary.
TYPEWRf TERS.
Cleaned, adjusred ano repaired. Ne,
Santa Fe Cami platens furnished. Ribhoni and supU514, M. W. A.
plies
Typewriters sold, exchanged
iiieets second Tun ar"1 rented. Standard makes handled.
day each month, ec All repair work and typewritea fuar
cial meeting tllrf anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E
at Fire change. Phone 231.
Tuesday
man's Hall. Visit
ing neighbors welcome.
Get Ready for Your Job.
A. G. WHIT HER. Ct nsul
It Seems to be a part of youth's
CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.
make-uto procrastinate, to seem safe
FRATERNAL UNION OP AMFOira in waiting until the opportunity offers,
instead of being ready for it, when it
Lodge No. 259. Holds

Santa Fe ixdge
Perfection No. 1,

e

A'

FOIl RENT 3 or
with furniture or not.

GRlF'LN,

sion becomes effective July
and continued in force for 120 days, pending
The new regulations
investigation.
not only sought to amend the excess
rates, but to prohibit the carriage of
certain size pieces of baggage.
Proposed Regulation of Size.
'I.'ie proposed regulations fo'Fow:
"On and after July 1 for any piece
of baggage (except immigrant baggage
checked at port of landing) the greatest dimension of which exceeds forty- five inches, there will be an additional
charge for each additional inch equal
to the number of pounds of excess
weight.
Seventy Inch Limit.
"On and after July 1, 1012, no piece
of baggage, the greatest dimension of
which exceeds seventy (70) inches,
(excepting immigrant baggage checked at port of landing) will be transported in baggage cars."
Unnecessary Hardship.
The commission believes that the
fixing by the roads of the dimensions
of baggage will work an unnecessary
hardship upon travelers.

Cg.

8
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President.
PROFESSOR

JOHN A. WOOD,

Principal.

Service
Some guarantees are like
a fire department which will
put out your fire if you bring
your building around while
it is burning.
Service comes
Burroughs
to the "fire" before the idleness of your machine causes
a serious loss.
An insurance poMcy doesn't
remove the need for a fire
department. Neither can perfect material and workmanship in the product prevent
accidents in its use.
When a manufacturer tells
you his product is so perfect
you don't need service that
he won't give service better compare his guarantee to
a stationary fire department.
Perfect! construction is
good. Wie can't afford to
make it anything but "fireproof," bncause we have to
take care of the "fire."'
Let us send you the BurService
roughs
Book,
"$300,000 a Year."

Burroughs

Adding Machine

Recently superintendent of public
city schools.)
JOHN THOMPSON,
(Professional Actuary and Teacher of
Insurance
Bookkeeping, Banking,
nd mathematics.)
Secretary and Treasurer,
Co.,
(Recently with
Taos, N. M.)
We teach all business subects. Day,
9 to 5
hours. Evening
Dinners, 1
7 to 9, Monday, Wednesday
and
i

Co.,

W. H. LONG, Sales Manager.
P. O. Box 702, El Paso, Texas.

y
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NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that the un
dersigned has been appointed by the
probate judge of the county of Santa
Fe, State of New Mexico, administratrix of the estate of Petra Espinosa,
deceased. Persons indebted to said estate are requested to pay their bills
to me and those having claims against
the estate must present same to B. M.
Read, my attorney within the tima
and in the manner prescribed by law.
JUANA ESPINOSA,

Administratrix.
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
a farmer living near Covena, Ga., says:
"I have taken Foley Kidney Pills and
ind them to be all you claim for them.
They gave me almost instant relief
and
jvhen my kidneys were sluggish
:iactive. I can cheerfully recommend
hem to all sufferers from kidney
.roubles." For sale by all druggists.
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The Home of Quality Groceries
Going Picnicking?

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC

Why are athletes

M.
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also. The
you'll be glad. Fresh today.
prayer service at!oNE KILLED, TWENTY INJURED
June Dance Tonight At
IN BELGIUM .RIOT.
i.D.ionignt wilt. fie led by the pastor,
HE
UP.
library tonight, a dance will oe given Rev. j. M. Shimer.
For Wind, tan or sunburn try an
under the auspices of the Woman's,
Socialist Leaders Lose Control of Folof Trade, which promises ttrbej plication of Zook's Benzoin, Witch
lowers and Violence is
enjoyable. The public is invited, j zel and Almond Cream .
WEATHER FORECAST.
Do Not Miss the Dance The Worn-- j
Capavan Prefers Albuquerque
jail (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., June 6. New
an's Board of Trade dance tonight hi
Permission Was VeStprriav "wanloH
Rmccolc limn fi K"ino Alhort on,?
Mexico:
Tonight
generally
will
room
of
the assembly
the library
by Judge Herbert F. Raynolds at Al- - Queen Elizabeth abandoned their plan
cloudy; cooler in northeast porbe the last pubUc social event of the buquerque wno seTCra
montha aR0 10 denart today for Ostand for a stay
tion; Friday generally, fair,
legislative session. There wiH be good j
Canavan to two" at tlie Royal Til, on the sea coast be- Stephen
cooler in southeast portion.
music, a good floor and toothsome re years in jail for contempt of
court, to cause of the political situation result- freshments.
serve out his sentence in Albuquer- - "g from the Socialist's resentment of
McNary Buys Palatial Home James que instead of at Gallup.
Canavan f'Jhe .clerical victory in the elections.
Adobe bricki for1' safe at Frank F. G.
McNary, formerly editor of the Las was committed about the time he was
More Violence Predicted,
j
Gormley.
Vegas Optic, has purchased the new
He declined to pay. over
Yes, There's a Picture Show at the $14,000 Swiss chalet of James Marr on sentenced.
Twenty thousand working men at
to his wife sums totalling about $20,- - La
Elks' tonight and a good one too.
Loviere, where there are mines and'
Golden Hill at El Paso, Texas.
"00At nine o'clock the Dig show starts
extensive manufactures, hissed Social-Whit- e
Warm Weather Is coming. Cooking
Because they are such great hands at the Elks' theater. Good prelimi- by
Sox vs. Cerrillos
Next Sun- - 1st orators who urged the workers to
electricity is cheaper than coal
for meets!
naries and the champion in action Sparks can prove it. See him.
day afternon at the College grounds return to work. The people of La
and Mons are greatly excited,
against three men.
New Microscopes The two micro- the Santa Fe White Sox will meet the
Meadow City Man Arrested as Spy
The game but il is believed the Socialist appeal
Su- fast team from Cerrillos.
some
ordered
time
scopes
ago
by
to the'r followers to
Cruz Ortiz of Las Vegas was arrested
perintendent J. A. Wood have arrived promises to be very Interesting as Ie.nce. wiI1 be observedrefrain from
as a spy at Juarez by the rebels and and
teams
are
matched.
throughout the
very
evenly
laboraare
in
tested
the
out
being
was taken to the penitentiary at
tiistrict of Liege,
tory of the high school. The instru- Two weeks ago the Cerrillos team
0ne Kil'ed in Fight,
ments will be a welcome addition to beat the White Sox at Cerrillos by
Would you like to have a nice little
Brussels, June 6. One man was
the close score 6f 3 to 1, and Sunday
biology
department.
llled and twenty others were seri-branch or a brick palace? You can get
Use a Cold Cream which Imparts a the local team want to even matters
y
at Mussen, a commune
either front O. C. Watson & Co. "Also softness to the skin. Use Zook's Rose
?u
on
the
the
tables
Cerrillos
, inj"red
turning
just plain land, timber,, land or mines. Cold Cream.
team. A large - crowd is expected at
1MmmTg today during a fight
tween clericals anil
v..o
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electric
an the game as the White Sox is a strong pnnniintoi- - laataH fnmanHiorioio
Synonymous Santero Perea,
o rrtl
ouLaundry brought Into the office will
"
"
team
who
to
is
said
also
be
and
the
Cerril.os
Browns
I'
native,
slightly
,IQ,:r leaders seem to have lost con- jaged n
Meats to Boil ! Meats to Stew ! be redeemed at 10c doz. .
onfo r vtro a
art naA have a very fast team.
linhalo no(i
Twenty-fiv- e
trol of the men in a part of the WalIt Will be an opportunity to see the i
cents admission will be charged, so loon
the 0unty Jall (or fifteen
provinces where the workmen dereal thing at the Elks' theater this eve Tuesday, having pleaded guilty todaysa as to
The Best Meats Should Always
defray expenses. The game will clare that
they wish to avenge their
ning at nine o'clock when the world's charge of drunkenness. Albuquerque start at three o'clock
sharp.
comrades who were killed at Liege.
will box three men. It wilt Journal.
'
BE THE MEATS FOR YOU! champion
Springer Saloonkeeper Commits Sui
be clean sport.
Albuquerque Water Is Poor "I do cide H. Pierson, proprietor of the WILSON MAKING A FIGHT
One Year's Supply of Toilet paper not know
orwny the reservoir was
Motet Bar at Springer, shot himself
You'll Always Find Them Here!
IN NORTH CAROLINA.
$1 at GOEBELS. , i
dered cleaned. We know there are 'through the heart with a 44 caliber reWoman's Aid Will Meet The Womof
volver.
in
He
there
committed
the
it,
deed
in
always
course;
the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcnafl
an's Aid Society of the First Presbyte- a'gae
are in standing water of any kind in bar room. Pierson was aged 32 years
Raleigh, N. C, June 6. Supporters
rian church will meet tomorrow afterthis country, but they are in sens; IjanA leaves a wife and two children, of Governor Wilson will strive
to have
noon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
Nathan Salmon has always had a the state Democratic convention
dangerous or harmful," said President
at the home of Mrs. Woodruff.
today
Wadesire
and
A.
taste
B.
of
Millen
If
for
hats.
the
have
you
Albuquerque
instruct its delegates-at-larg- e
for him.
Cease Your Searcn for delightful
not
seen
the display of new straws of Underwood leaders will fight for an
candies. Go straight to Zook's and ter Company last evening, after being
Phone'9
told that the city council had ordered every description you are surely miss-th- e uninstructed delegation.
About 200
reservoir cleaned.
ing it for there you can find what you delegates are said to favor neither
A Spanish Cavalier a great drama, want. See advertisement.
candidates and probably hold the balance of power.
It's at the Elks' tonight.'.
Cooler Weather Predicted-- Tt
is to SENATOR NIXON DIES ..
'
be cooler tonight. and tomorrow. .Yefi-j- i
OF A MINOR OPERATION,
LOST Broad oval bracelet name
terday the maximum temperature
y special Leased Wire to New Mexican) "Esther'' engraved on top. Liberal
reached 82 degrees and the minimum
Washington, D. C, June 6. Senator reward. 341 San Francisco St.
s. Nixon, or Nevada, died in a
iu
Ueorge
YOU CAN
was down to 20 per cent last evening. lccaI
FINISH
hogpital her at 10 O.cock ,ast To Our Customers.
There were thunderstorms and show night of spinal
We wish to announce that two weeks
YOUR WOODWORK
Senator
meningitis.
ers in the hills.
from date we shall discontinue
our
Nixon
had
been
Wniarnnui
at
tlio
Eu
ANY COLOR
"
Kar aud
lasi ladies tailoring and dressmaking deTnHi?t0try
since
hospital
WITH
History of
Mexico, just Tnursdav wnen an
partment, as the styles are getting
a"
'
from press, is now for sale and may
nat'L
passed and samples pretty well pick"
SpinaI ed over, as is usual late in the season.
PeIfrmed
be ordered directjy from the author,
me sena- Our
"
'"6,"
!or through the New Mexican Printing
manager and family will take
soon became nrttica!
,T tor 8 condition
tecompany, rnce .a
their annual outing for two months,
iv.
t
W-mar:-',!1- 1?
hours
.his
Issued- -A
and upon their return, we shall be preMarriage License
118(1 ben
momentarily expect- - pared to resume business with all the
riage license was issued yesterday aft- - T
latest and most exclusive early fall
Arthur McFerren, of Colorado Springs
styles and fabrics at our disposal.
is
OFFICIAL
NOTES.
and Susie M. Gray of Albuquerque.
Thanking you for past favors and soNew Postmaster for Naravisa.
The two were married yesterday aftliciting a generous share of your fall
of
wood
T. V. Shelpman has been
ernoon by the Rev. J. M. Shimer of
appointed and winter partonage, we are
postmaster at Naravisa, Quay county,
the Methodist Episcopal chureh.
Yours very truly,
- succeed
:
George Bringle.,
THE W. H. GOEBEL CO.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
LIGHT OAK,
Rooms elegantly furnished and ha,Y;.j:
INDIAN OAK
MEDOC CHERRY,
ing all modern . conveniences, incl- uROYAL WALNUT,
MOORISH REDWOOD,
GREEN ASH,
img electric light, steam heat and
SPANISH MAHOGANY, ORIENTAL ROSEWOOD. BLUE BIRCH,
'baths, in thev First National Bank
biildlng.- Apply to F. M. Jones. ,'
FLAT WHITE,
GLOSS WHITE,
DEAD BLACK,
Quarterly Meeting at St. John's
GLOSS BLACK,
Church The third quarterly meeting
GOLD, SILVER,
NATURAL.
at St. John's Methodist church will
be held next Sunday, June 9th. Dr.
S. A. Bright, the district superintend-- i
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
ent will preach at 11 o'clock and ad-R. V. BOYLE, Mgr
minister the Holy communion assisted; Jphone Black 12.
by the local pastor. Dr. Bright will
iki
Down Town Stand
Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
have charge of the evening worship
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MeatstoRoast,MeatstoFry!

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!!

The Best Meats
Always

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

FOR

The Meats to Buy!

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies
ANDIEVERYTHINQ
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THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!
BUTTER!
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Plaza Market Co.

Car-rut-
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Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.
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S . SPITZ,
THE JEWELER,

SUNSHINE
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HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOuT.'. WATCH..,
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH w; .l run without
oil or clc.an'nrj longer than

A

any ot'.ier pi:cc of machin-

ery but it needs both

occasionally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
It
and accuracy of your watcll
7,eavc your watch with us

te
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Watches
and
Clocks.
"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

to-ia-y.

easy to apply and gives the best results
finish known.
any
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Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Company
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DISPLAYl

URELY that's what everybody says who has seen
our New Straws. Styles this season admit of a wide
choice. A man may choose a hat to fit his head and face
without violating any edict of fashion. We've Split Straws,
Sennet, Milan Braids, Panamas, etc. Conservative or Natty
Styles with Fancj Bands for Dapper Fellows.
Straws, $1.50, $2.00 to $2.50.

Panamas from $7.00 to $8.50

We aim to sell Hats of a little better style and value than can be obtained elsewhere, and we're right sure we're doing it.

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

o

NATHAN SMMOE

